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“Tell the truth
and don’t be afraid.”
V O L U M E  8 7 , N U M B E R  3 0
T H E D A I LY E A S T E R N N E W S . C O M
October 4, 2002 FR IDAY
By Melissa Nielsen
C A M P U S  E D I T O R
The electricity in several build-
ings on campus will be out today
from 12:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
Power in Lincoln and Douglas
Halls, Lantz Gymnasium, the Field
House, the Stadium and the
Student Recreation Center will be
shut off while crews from facilities
planning and management conduct
maintenance on a high voltage
electrical feeder.
The electric feeder connected to
those buildings is located in an
underground vault near the walk-
way of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union. The vault filled
with underground storm water
that rose above the electrical
boxes, said Gary Reed, director of
the physical plant.
The water has been drained, but
Reed said the electronic boxes
should be cleaned out to prevent
unexpected outages.
“We are doing this as a preven-
tive measure to avoid a major fail-
ure that could occur,” he said. “It
would be a smart thing to avoid any
possible catastrophe.” 
The power outage will cause the
Recreation Center to close, and
Ken Baker, director of the recre-
ation center, said he wanted to
apologize for any inconvenience.
“We hate to close down, but if
someone drops a weight ... or trips
on something in the dark we would
be responsible,” he said.
Baker said projects like this
sometimes take less time than pre-
dicted, and the recreation center is
keeping people on staff so the build-
ing can reopen as soon as work is
finished.
Mark Hudson, director of hous-
ing and dining, said everyone has
tried to schedule the power outage
at a time that would be the least
inconvenient for students. 
The afternoon seemed like a
suitable time because students are
in classes or running errands and
the sun will still be out, he said.
People use the building all year
round, and it is hard to find an ideal
time to do maintenance. 
However, it is necessary to pre-
vent unexpected malfunctions that
may cause more problems.
“These kinds of projects help us
maintain consistent service,”
Hudson said.
The same electrical feeder
retained water over the summer,
resulting in an unexpected power
Portion of campus
to lose power for
four hours Friday
Taking on the
OVC
Eastern travels to Tennessee Tech to
open conference schedule
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By Melissa Nielsen
C A M P U S  E D I T O R
Though rising and falling uni-
versity enrollment numbers can
certainly contribute to the number
of students enrolled in a certain
college or major, other internal and
external  factors can influence
numbers as well.
Early childhood education,
though by far the university’s most
popular major, saw a decline in
majors since 1998, but it has
jumped back up this year. In 1998,
early childhood reached its seven-
year peak with 1,331 majors, but
dove as low as 917 during the 2000
school year. However, this year, the
department has grown to include
1,039 majors and Merribeth
Bruning, chair of early childhood,
elementary and middle level edu-
cation, expects the numbers to
keep rising.
Bruning said she was not com-
pletely sure if any outside trends
directly influenced numbers.
However, one reason could have
been changes in the state’s licens-
ing procedure. The state changed
what grades graduate students
could teach. The current license
allows students to teach preschool
through third grade. 
While the state worked through
changing the license, some stu-
dents may have been unsure as to
what the new license requirements
and guidelines would state. 
Now the changes are in place on
the state level, and Eastern has
altered the early childhood educa-
tion program to comply to those
changes, bringing uncertainty to
an end and attracting students
back to the major, Bruning said. 
“There has been an national and
international trend, realizing the
importance of early education,”
she said.  
Psychology, accounting and
early childhood education each
have fewer students in their
department this semester, and
department chairs cited possible
internal and external reasons for
the decline. 
The psychology major reached
Changing
rules decrease
some majors
C O L I N  M C A U L I F F E / P H O T O  E D I T O R
Tom Larson, a Charleston resident and his wife Mary, talk to Governor Jim Edgar, Chapin Rose, and his wife
Camille, as the three made the rounds through tables of supporters during a speech, Thursday evening at the
Ramada Inn, on Route 16 in Mattoon.
By Maura Possley
C I T Y  E D I T O R
A Coles County native and
Eastern graduate, former
Governor Jim Edgar, was back in
the familiar streets of Mattoon
Thursday night to endorse Chapin
Rose, Republican candidate for
state representative.
“It always fun to come home,”
Edgar said.
Edgar, who’s known to many as
“Coles County’s favorite son,”
announced Thursday he would
endorse Rose, who grew up in
Charleston and is running for rep-
resentative of the state’s new
110th district that encompasses
Coles County among others.
“Anytime we get a bright, new
face to step up, I think we should
all step up,” Edgar said.
Speaking to crowd of Rose sup-
porters that included State Rep.
Dale Righter, R-Mattoon, who is
running for state senator, Edgar
talked of the tough year for the
Republican party and the need for
more support and votes for their
candidates.
“We need to convince
Republicans that we have good
candidates like Chapin Rose,” he
said. “We need Chapin in the
house.”
Moreover, Edgar said without
push for more votes and, thus,
more Republicans in office, there
will be a continued lack of interest
in Coles County and its interests.
“If votes don’t turn around
here, people won’t know what
Coles County is,” he said. “I’m not
ready to give up and I hope you’re
not either.”
By endorsing Rose, Edgar said,
he is continuing the push for more
Republicans in office.
“We need the best team from
East Central Illinois,” he said. “I
think we’re all putting a good
investment in the future when we
vote for Chapin Rose.”
Rose, who also spoke Thursday,
Former governor returns
home to endorse Rose
Major numbers in past
six years
 Early childhood education
had 1,331 students in 1998,
917 in 2000 and 1,039 in 2002
 Psychology has 500 students
in 1996, 399 in 2001 and 405 in
2002
 Accounting had 321 students
in 1998, 238 in 2000 and 214 in
2002.
S T E P H E N  H A A S / S T A F F  P H O T O G R A P H E R
Dominique Vine, senior family and consumer sciences major,
walks along with China Hearon, a senior clinical laboratory sci-
ence major Thursday night in the South Quad. Delta Sigma
Theta led the “Take Back The Night” walk, which started near
the campus pond and continued across campus.
March promotes awareness
By Jack Foran
S T A F F  W R I T E R
“No means no!  Take back the night!”
And so went one of the numerous chants
heard throughout campus Thursday
evening as students participated in the
“Take Back the Night” march against sexual
assault.
“Take Back the Night,” which has its ori-
gins in England as a protest against vio-
lence towards women, started in the U.S.
in the 1970s and was formed to send out
the message that violence, sexual or other-
wise, needs to stop.  
The march was sponsored by the Sexual
Assault Counseling and Information
Service, who want to provide support for
the survivors of sexual violence and make
them realize they are not alone.  
The event also served as a small fund-
raiser to help SACIS.  In exchange for a
small donation, students were given a
coupon for an all-you-can-eat spaghetti
dinner at Fazoli’s restaurant in Mattoon.
Led by members of the Delta Sigma
Theta sorority, the march began at the
Campus Pond and then proceeded down
Fourth Street to Lincoln Avenue before
spreading through out the entire campus.  
Along the way, members of the SACIS
encouraged participants to join in uplift-
ing chants and slogans. Chants included:
“We will unite!  Take back the night!” and
S E E  M A J O R S  Page 6A
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O N  T H E  V E R G E  O F  T H E  W E E K E N D
REV IEW TH IS
‘Sweet Home’ a
sweet success
Reese Witherspoon’s abilities
alone were the primary reason
“Sweet Home Alabama,”
grossed $37.5 million last
weekend at the box office, argues
columnist Ryan Rinchiuso.
Page 8
J U S T  T H I N K I N G . . .
Staff writer Tim Edwards
criticizes the beefs that allegedly
exist between hip hop artists on
the modern music scene.

Page 2B
M U S I C  R E V I E W S
Beck comes out with 
“Sea Change,” quite a candid
change of pace compared
to  his earlier albums.

Page 8B
E V E N T  P R E V I E W
Several historical black fraternities and
sororities will compete at the  Sidestep
Show Homecoming week. Tickets will
go on sale beginning Monday.

Page 5B
C O N C E R T  C A L E N D A R
Family Groove Company will head-
line at Uptowner while rockers
5 Gone Mad will entertain at Gunner
Buc’s this weekend.

Page 8B
AIR THIS SIDE OF
CAUTION
!
By Jennifer Chiariello
S T A F F  W R I T E R
“Passion is rare these days: dur-
ing times of stock options, retire-
ment plans, and corporate scandal,
Air This Side of Caution is a beacon
of truth, humility, and passion that
continually attracts listeners
searching for signs of life,” states
the ATSoC Web site.
Air This Side of Caution, a band
from Chicago, will perform a free
concert at 9 p.m. Saturday at 7th
Street Underground in the base-
ment of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
Katie Strejc, University Board
main stage coordinator, said a dif-
ferent band was originally booked
for the show but backed out; and
surprisingly, through the same
management company, the main
stage committee discovered Air
This Side of Caution.
Air This Side of Caution’s Web
site states the band’s success
prompted it to record a feature-
length album titled, “The
Unbearable Lightness of Being.” 
From sorrow and remorse to
beauty and enlightenment, the
album captures the essence of
human existence. Songs like “You
Will Not Stay,” “Dirty Beer,” and
“Beauty in Life” exemplify the
band’s unique sound and dynamic.
Recorded at legendary Electrical
Audio in Chicago and produced by
Robert Marshall, the album was
released Aug. 10 on Subterranean.
“I heard them over the summer.
It was at the beginning of August, at
a club called Subterranean in
Chicago at their amazing CD-
release party for their new album
‘The Unbearable Lightness of
Being,’” Strejc said. “I really like
S E E  C A U T I O N  Page 5B
 The Chicago-based band will take the mainstage 7 p.m. Saturday at 7th Street Underground in the basement of the MLK University Union
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By Alta King
A C T I V I T I E S  E D I T O R
Book lovers can attend a lecture
titled “Achebe’s Anger: An African
Critique of Colonial
Representation” at 9 a.m. Friday in
the Grand Ballroom of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union. 
The lecture is part of Eastern’s
annual Literature Conference. 
The Literature Conference was
founded in 1988, and has provided a
forum for the discussion of literary
works, a press release stated. The
annual gathering treats a different
author each year. 
Zoreh Sullivan,  a professor of
English from the University of
Illinois, will present the lecture.
Sullivan is the author of many
books and articles on colonial and
post-colonial literatures, a press
release stated. 
English professor David Raybin
hosted the first Literature
Conference, which was about
Chaucer’s “Canterbury Tales,” and
has been involved since. 
The lecture is good for teachers
and those who want to be teachers,
Raybin said. 
“It is difficult to teach certain
works of literature,” Raybin said,
“(The Literature Conference) is
stimulating for teachers it gives
them teaching techniques.
“(Teachers) will realize why
they like books,” he said.
Anyone who likes to read will
enjoy the lecture. People who come
to the lecture will most likely want
to purchase the book, read it and
discuss it, Raybin said. 
The lecture is based on the book
“Things Fall Apart” by Chinua
Achebe, an African novelist,
Raybin said.
“Things Fall Apart” is an
African response to the European
colonization of Africa. 
“This is about what Africa was
really like during that time, from
the Africans’ perspective,” Raybin
said. Other works about the colo-
nization of Africa have been from
the European perspective,” Raybin
said.
The lecture is free and anyone
may attend.
By Genevieve Cyrs
S T A F F  W R I T E R
The Latino Celebration
Banquet, one of the biggest
events of Latino Heritage Month,
will take place at 6:30 p.m.
Saturday in the Grand Ballroom
of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union. 
The banquet will be a night
filled with Latin-American food
and salsa dancing.
The Latino Heritage
Celebration will begin with a
cocktail hour, which runs from 6
p.m. to 7 p.m., and Eastern will
cater dinner at 7 p.m. The food is
a mixture of Latin-American cui-
sine inspired by different coun-
tries.  
After dinner,  Jesus “Chuy”
Negrete will speak and present a
slide show. Negrete is a Mexican-
American folk singer as well as
the founder and director of the
Mexican Cultural Institute in
Chicago. 
Following dinner, anyone can
participate in Latin-American
inspired dancing. Dances like the
salsa will be performed until the
celebration is over. 
The event is sponsored by the
Latino Heritage Committee and
the office of Minority Affairs.
Latino Heritage Month lasts from
Sept. 15 until Oct. 15. 
Isabel Castro, chair of the
Latino Heritage Committee, says
that the ballroom is transformed
for the celebration. 
“It feels more festive than
normal,” Castro said. The ball-
room will be decorated with
paper flowers, festive flags and
lanterns, and other 
Latin America-inspired decora-
tions.
Members of Eastern’s faculty
and students are expected to
attend. Call Castro at 581-6692 for
more information.
D A N I E L  L E E / S T A F F  P H O T O G R A P H E R
Erin Hinkle, a sophomore elementary education major, Kristen Agee, a freshman mathematics major, Libby Keller,
a junior psychology major, and Justin Tuel, a freshman physical education major, sit around after giving blood and
enjoy the refreshments Thursday afternoon.  
By Matthew Kent
S T A F F  W R I T E R
The 2002-2003 Tarble Arts
Center Chamber Music Series
opens Sunday at 3 p.m. with a
concert by the LeVeck String
Quartet.   
The LeVeck String Quartet
members are from Mattoon and
have been around since 1994. 
The group consists of Thomas
LeVeck, first violin; Terry
Coulton, second violin; Elaine
Fine, viola; and Martha Lhamon,
cello. 
The program will focus on the
relationship between Joseph
Haydin and Wolfgang Mozart
with two quartets by each com-
poser.  
Marilyn Coles, chair of the
Tarble Arts Chamber Music
Committee and professor of the
music department, said the
series has been very popular in
years past.  
Coles is the director of 
the Chamber Music Series as
well.  
“It’s a nice thing to do on a
Sunday afternoon,” she said.  
The Chamber Music Series
will present the following pro-
grams: Joshua Breakstone and
Ensemble playing jazz guitar
7:30 p.m. Nov. 17; Susan Teicher
with Family and Friends playing
piano, horn and violin at 3 p.m.
Feb. 2; Sung With Strings
Attached: Violin cello Bel Canto
at 3 p.m. March 30.  
Individual tickets for Sunday’s
performance will be available at
the door the day of the concert at
$5 for the public and $3 for stu-
dents and senior citizens. All
events are open to students and
the public. 
For more information, call the
Tarble Arts Center at 581-2787.
Achebe lecture part of conference
Chamber music
series opens Sunday
Banquet celebrates
Latino heritage
C O R R E C T I O N S  
A name was misspelled in a cut-
line in Thursday’s edition of the
Daily Eastern News. The correct
spelling is Diane Knoop.
Another name was incorrect in
the same edition. The correct
name was Andy Schwartz.
The News regrets the errors.
Blood drive turnout surprises
sponsors, helps community
By Mike Myers
S T A F F  W R I T E R
Over 95 Eastern students and
faculty members made their way
over to the basement of Andrews
Hall between 1 p.m. and 7 p.m. to
give blood Thursday.
The blood drive was sponsored
by the American Red Cross and
Andrews is competing with
Lawson Hall, which will hold its
blood drive Oct. 10.
Potential donors must be at least
110 pounds, 16 or older, off of
antibiotics for two days and have
no tattoos applied within the last
year.  Contrary to popular belief,
you may still give blood if you have
body piercings, said Tracy
Torbeck, Red Cross Donor
Recruitment Account Manager.
The entire process of donating
and filling out all the required
forms takes about 45 minutes to an
hour, but the actual blood donating
process takes around 10 minutes,
Torbeck said.  However, the donor
must wait eight weeks before
donating again.
Matt Larsen, a freshman
Spanish major, gives blood as often
as he can.  
“I give blood because my uncle
died from a blood disease, and I
feel I can help others that are
experiencing the same thing,”
Larsen said. 
“I give blood because I feel bet-
ter after doing it, and it only took 10
minutes,” said Dana Littwin, a
freshman biological science major,.
The turnout was higher than the
blood drive committee anticipated.
They expected only 50-75 donors
to show up, but were pleased to see
that many more stopped by.
Larry Ward III, vice president of
the EIU Blood Drive Committee,
said, “It was an excellent turnout,
and I want to give a big thank you
to all who came out and helped.”
For information on upcoming
dates of blood drives, or for infor-
mation about becoming a sponsor,
contact Danny Battista, president
of the EIU Blood Drive Committee
at 348-3066.
 Latin American cuisine
and salsa dancing to
highlight the event
 LaVech String Quartet
will put on first of four
concerts
“I give blood because
my uncle died from a
blood disease, and I
feel I can help others
that are experiencing
the same thing.”
—Matt Larsen
Need Money To Fix That Old Car?
A Tied V eR S
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“The artists
believe that
‘dissing’ is what
it takes to sell
records, then
they will do it.”
Face Mann
“Nobodies (in the
rap world) are
only knocking a
somebody to
gain attention.”
Matthew Ishmeil 
“The tension is
influenced by the
label only to
build 
controversy.”
Mike Wilson
“(The attitude)
adds value to
their songs and
makes it more
fun for the 
audience.”
Monique Mcimnis
“The tension is
only there for
record sales.”
Trinity Schaeffer
“You’re (rappers)
all rich, quit 
fighting, it’s only
music.”
Q U O T E  T H I S
Do you think there is any legitimate
level of animosity between rappers?
I must address the hip hop beef that is
increasing in the hip hop world. For one is
the beef real? Where did the beef come
from? Finally where will the issues take
some of your favorite hip hop artists?
There is a thin line between reality and
entertainment.
Rappers claim that it is just business or
all in the pure fun of hip hop. Sometimes
the line is crossed and entertainment
becomes real.
The Tupac and Biggie feud was a good
example of art carrying over into real life
situations. After the incident, things were
fairly quiet for the rap game. 
This was before Jay Z and Nas kicked
off a feud, which is still continuing today.
That feud started out before Tupac and
Biggie died. It just wasn’t confirmed until
Jay Z insulted Nas at the Hot 97’ concert.
This made Nas furious as he went to the
booth and came up with an underground
song that made it’s way onto many mix
tapes called “Stillmatic.” This title eventu-
ally led to the naming of the Nas LP, which
came out at the close of last year.
Jay Z then released “The Blue Print,”
which had a song that went into details
about his distaste for Nas. Nas came back
with “Ether,” in which Nas questioned Jay
Z’s sincerity.
This leads to another question: Was the
feud made up to justify sells? The reality
of the hip hop game could possibly be that
Jay Z and Nas conspired to get free public-
ity.
The next question I have is, when did
business turn personal? When do you push
the line? Jay Z made a record insulting
the mother of Nas’ child. Did Jay Z go too
far, or was that simply business? 
What about Nas wanting to hang a
dummy Jay Z in front of kids at the Hot 97’
concert? The radio station did stop him,
but he went on rival shows speaking about
several artists who didn’t have any
involvement with the supposed beefs. I
believe both incidents went past business
matters and extended into personal
issues. 
To make things more interesting, an
artist indirectly involved is the rapper
Camron. He went so far to make “Spit
Bars” about Nas’ child. The single barely
received any air play, however, Camron
eventually apologized, but seemed to be
emotionally effected by Nas’ comments.
Rappers rap like they are hardcore, but
seem quick to get red when someone
speaks unkindly about them. Shouldn’t
they know they have a responsibility as
public figures? I guess they just don’t get
it. Some say it’s just business, but it
sounds like a matter of ego.
Let’s move forward to Ja Rule entering
the equation. Irv Gotti has now helped
make alliance with Nas since the afore-
mentioned fiasco. What does this have to
do with the relationship with Murder Inc.
and Rocafella? 
Rumors are swirling that Ja Rule and
Jay Z are currently not on the best of
speaking terms. Ja Rule has allegedly
said that the advice in the deal came from
Jay Z. Rumor claims include that Ja Rule
feels the deal with Nas is Murder Inc.’s
business and not a concern of Jay Z’s.
That sounds like more than a little ten-
sion.
Another claim is that Ja Rule asked
why Jay Z backed out of the tour with
Murder Inc. before eventually touring
with Sprite. Jay Z has allegedly  told him
that it is his business and not Ja’s con-
cern.
Ja Rule also has supposedly received
some heat from DMX after he made a
song called “Ruled Out,” which DMX
dissed as being too commercial. This is
the same man who did a song with Mase!
Ja Rule has a song waiting when DMX
drops his song. 
That is not the only problem for Ja
Rule, as an artist named 50 Cent is now
back on the hip-hop scene, who was
signed to Columbia and is known for criti-
cizing Ja Rule a few years ago. 
The heat between the two had led to
confrontations up until the point where it
actually got physical. He is now signed to
Eminem’s label, which is categorized
under Dr. Dre’s Aftermath. 
Ja Rule has allegedly made comments
that if 50 Cent comes at him he would do
everything to take Dr. Dre and Eminem
down.
This is where things get more interest-
ing as Murder Inc. has formed an alliance
with Suge Knight. It is a known fact Dr.
Dre doesn’t want any contact with Suge
Knight, and Ja Rule recently gave a
shout out to Suge on “The Pledge Remix”
featuring Nas and Ashanti.
Why have Irv Gotti and the crew made
an alliance with Suge? Do they think that
is the best way to get at Dr. Dre? That
would be a smart move if they want to
stop 50 Cent from ripping on them.
In reality, the motives could be busi-
ness or personal, but the issue is these
artists are playing with fire. I believe
nothing good can come from this kind of
hip-hop tension.
In the end, everyone loses, especially
the fans. 
This is a case of fame going to the
stars’ heads. Some of these artists need to
think before taking action. The very
action they take can cost them severely.
Hopefully these beefs will not get too
serious.
“Rappers claim that it is just
business or all in the pure fun
of hip hop. Sometimes the
line is crossed and entertain-
ment becomes real.”
J U S T  T H I N K I N G . . .
Blurring the edges between
business and emotion
Tim Edwards
Staff Writer
He is also a
senior political
science
He can be reached
at 581-2812 or
clockdollar2@
hotmail.com
 Rappers continue to pull 
personal grudges into music
O N  T H E  V E R G E  O F  T H E  W E E K E N D
Staff
Internet People Wanted
To Create/Market Websites
$100-$2500 Part/Full Time
Jon Shubert
800-211-1202 ext.16016
goodchoice@unfranchise.com
Plush
Flowers, Plants, Balloons,
Donna’s Hair
Creations
Le t  u s  g i ve  you  the  Grea t
cu t  you ’ve  been  l ook ing  f o r !
$ 2  o f f  h a i r  c u t  w i t h  A n n a
Across  f rom Body  Shop  in  Olde towne  Apt s
1 4 0 8  6 t h  S t r e e t      3 4 5 - 4 4 5 1
(Mus t  p r e sen t  coupon  EXP 10 -30 -02 )
Brian’s Place
OPEN EVERY SUNDAY from 2pm till 1 am
with no cover and $1.75 oz Big Bottles
Free pool 2-5pm
With DJ’s playing the latest Dance Music
Fri, Sat & Sun Nights and a Large Dance Floor,
we are the perfect place to hold your
Fraternity and Sorority functions.
Contact us MON-FRI, 10am-5pm for more information
21st & Broadway
Mattoon IL (217) 234-4151 www.clubx-treme.com
Get a New Look before fall
Come in and receive 
$2 off Any Haircut
with participating stylist
Shawna
Please present 
coupon for special
655 W. Lincoln Ave.
Suite 12, Charleston
348-8123
A New Look
Exp. Nov. 31,2002
$2.00
Welcome Back Students!
Present this coupon for $2 off your haircut
Ask about frequent cutter card
after 5 haircuts with the same stylist
6th one is FREE
HAIRBENDERS II
1 8 2 0  M c k i n l e y  A v e 345-6363
Buy
a full size
bottle of lotion
and tan free 
that day
345-5666
TAN LINES
~Next to Joey’s, across from Old Main  ’     
Regullar,,   Power,,   and  
Ullttiimatte  Beds
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The Men of Sigma Phi Epslion Would Like to Congratulate the Following Members on
Outstanding Academic Achievement for Fall Semester 2001
3.5 - 3.99 3.0 -3.49
Nate Gannaway
Bryan Huhn
Derek Johns
Joe Bell
Gary Craig
Mike Gallagher
Nick Hahn
Isaac Klaus
Ryan Sparks
Nick Pinaire
Chris Rakers
Kurt Ramsey
Sean Smith
Michael Snowden
Cambron McCutchean
Mike Tantillo
Jason Bodan
Scott Bradbury
Jason Buette
Chris De Rosa
Jeremy Dirksmeyer
Jeff Freehill
Matt Graumenz
Dan Hausmann
Jake Hill
Matt Holmes
Keith Hoever
Scott Johnson
Dan Kenny
Nick Kranz
Dean Lugge
Dean Musenbrock
Adam Panozzo
Larry Panozzo
Christian Pearson
Brandon Potthoff
Dave Rella
Matthew Smaizys
Kyle Stewart 
Alex Taylor
4.0
Dan Valenziano
Jay Wilkey
Jim Winet
Chris Womack
Adam Zajac
$4 Skyy Vodka Mixers
$4 UV Wine Coolers
$2 UV Mixers
$1 Shot Specials
NEW STAFF::NEW ATTITUDE::NEW LOOK::NEW STUS
WWW.STUSONLINE.COM
Stu’s
Friday
Ghostly tales told at spooky speech
By Rob Ebsen 
S T A F F  W R I T E R
Pemberton Hall is famous for its resident ghost, Mary
Hawkins. A few heard about her for the first time last night
at Troy Taylor’s lecture about ghosts and other hauntings in
Illinois. 
Taylor is a expert on the subject of ghosts and ghouls and
has spent his life chasing down and investigating various
tales of horror across the country. He has written 25 books
on the subject.
Taylor decided to pursue this unusual career after one
peculiar evening at a cemetery outside of Decatur, Ill. dur-
ing his senior year of high school. According to Taylor, “It
was a dark and stormy night,” when he and his friends
decided to try and follow a ritual that had previously pro-
voked supernatural events at this cemetery. 
They parked their car at one end of the cemetery and
turned on the headlights so they illuminated the entire yard
of gravestones. The dare was to walk from their car to the
far corner of the cemetery and back, and despite the terri-
ble fear he was feeling, he decided to follow through and do
it. 
They made it to the far side and just as they started the
trip back to the car, the headlights shut off. As they cau-
tiously returned to investigate, they discovered that the bat-
tery was not dead; instead, the lights had been switched off
even though the car had been locked.
From that night on, Taylor has been pursuing ghost sto-
ries in schools, cemeteries, mansions, and hospitals all
across the country. During his lecture,Taylor told many sto-
ries taking place in areas all over the state from Chicago to
the southern tip of the state. 
The history of some of the stories go back to before
Illinois was a state, and many of the stories Taylor told con-
tained interesting bits of history about the area. 
The haunted mansion of Hickory Hill that was the only
place in Illinois to legally practice slavery in the 1800s is
one interesting story.
Taylor claims he has in fact actually seen a ghost once
and has a strong belief in the supernatural. He does check
thoroughly into every ghost story he hears and during his
many journeys he has come across various hair-raising
events. 
Simply hearing about the stories was leaving some audi-
ence members gasping and clutching their neighbor’s arm.
C A I T L I N  B U L L I S / A S S O C I A T E  P H O T O  E D I T O R
Troy Taylor talks to an audience of EIU students, staff and
Charleston residents about his experiences with ghosts, Thursday
evening in the Grand Ballroom of the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.  
By John Chambers
STUDENT GOVERNMENT EDITOR
The Student Senate External Relations
Committee continued last year’s discussion on
how to control noise, proposing cooperation
between students, police and the community at
its meeting yesterday.
The University Police Department recently
purchased three decibel meters to numerically
measure sound, like technology currently in use
at Illinois State University, but the meters have
only been tested and never used to issue a noise
violation, the committee said.
The city ordinance now is complaint-based,
meaning that police only ticket noisy parties if
someone calls in a complaint. The meters could
create an ordinance to set noise violation at a
certain number of decibels, which police could
test without receiving a complaint.
Committee member Marty Ruhaak said the
meters could result in tickets for violations that
could be only a few decibels over the set noise
level.
“I’ve been growing kind of skeptical with this
idea to say the least,” said Ruhaak, student vice
president for public affairs. “When we charged
this to the committee, this was an alternative
route. My main concern is having the letter of
the law broken as opposed to the spirit of the
law.”
Student and community representatives rode
along with UPD last semester to test the meters,
and Ruhaak said neither city residents nor stu-
dents will both be satisfied with a set noise level.
“If we meet in the middle, either way, some
side is going to come out unhappy,” he said. “I
thought that nothing registered over 65 (deci-
bels) where I was going and I thought that was
acceptable.”
The committee plans to organize groups of cit-
izens riding along again with the UPD in the next
few weeks so student and community represen-
tatives will have a chance to see the meters
operating.
Committee Chair George Lesica said mem-
bers of the External Relations Committee, rep-
resentatives from fraternities, sororities and the
Residence Hall Association, as well as residents
in the community will ride with the UPD.
“We can’t go out one more time and have this
resolved. I believe we’re going to have to do this
several times,” said Reed Benedict, committee
member and sociology and anthropology profes-
sor.
Charleston mayor Dan Cougill said a mock sit-
uation might have to be created to test the
meters for various noise levels, such as asking a
campus fraternity to create different noise lev-
els on command for the meters.
The External Relations Committee acts to bet-
ter relationships between Charleston and the
university. 
The Committee will meet again Oct. 29.
Peaceful protest is Sunday
By Niki Jensen
STAFF WRITER
In protest to President George W. Bush’s
recent push to exert military force against
Iraq, a demonstration for peace will make
its way through campus Oct. 6.  
Organized by Ryan McClure, a junior
art major, and Sean Barth, a former
Eastern student, the peace protest will
commence at 10 p.m. Sunday by the Peace
Pole at the Newman Catholic Center, 500
Roosevelt Avenue.
At this time, touching passages will be
read aloud, perhaps from such peace-ori-
ented visionaries as Martin Luther King
Jr. and Mahatma Gandhi, said Chris
Lempa, a senior history major who plans
on participating.
In addition, the Peace Pole gathering
will mark the start of a 24-hour voluntary
fast which will be a “constructive way [for
participants] to demonstrate their position
and feelings against what seems to be an
inevitable military intervention into Iraq,”
a press release stated.
Following the readings, participants will
take part in a candlelight procession that
will travel through campus and culminate
at the flag pole in front of Old Main, a press
release stated.  
The walk will be conducted in silence in
an effort to allow participants to clear their
minds and to get in touch with the impor-
tance of the event, Lempa said.  
A vigil will be held at the end of the pro-
cession, marking the end of Sunday night’s
events.
Those who would like to show support
for the peace demonstration will assemble
10 a.m. Monday in the Library Quad,
Lempa said.
At 10 p.m. Monday, participants will
again meet at the flagpole in front of Old
Main where the 24-hour fast will conclude,
a press release stated. As with Sunday
night, a vigil and procession will finish the
night’s events.  
Roy Lanham, campus minister for the
Newman Catholic Center and adviser for
the demonstration, would like to see the
entire Charleston community come out
and take an active stance for peace.
Citing Anglican Bishop Peter Price,
Lanham said he wants everyone in this
community to be not just a peace-lover, but
a peacemaker.
“I think we have to demand of the U.S.
government that they work for peace. We
have to be willing to stop the war and at the
same time contain and dismantle Suddam
(Hussein).  We have to be willing to say
that we are going reshape our world, ”
Lanham said.   
Companies to
share success
secrets today
By Jamie Hussey
S T A F F  W R I T E R
Companies from all over central Illinois are gather-
ing at Lumpkin Hall to help Eastern students learn
business tactics today. 
There will be five speakers to help educate on the
topic of succeeding in the business world, and two
Eastern professors are among them.  
Topics of the conference include how to spend adver-
tising money and the  seven keys to business success.
The keynote speaker, Jack Schulz, president of
Agracel, Inc., will speak at noon. 
A similar event was held last year and its focus was
on big businesses.  It was successful, and well attend-
ed, said Richard Palmer, the Lumpkin distinguished
professor of business. 
The School of Business decided this year’s confer-
ence should center more on medium and small busi-
nesses. 
The purpose for the conference is to help local and
regional businesses in their efforts to grow and pros-
per by showcasing the activities of leading edge com-
panies in information technology, finance, manage-
ment, marketing or other business-related endeavors,
Palmer said. 
The majority of the School of Business faculty is
actively involved contributing ideas for the confer-
ence.  
The event is free and takes place from 8:30 a.m. to 2
p.m. in the Roberson Auditorium in Lumpkin Hall,
Room 2030. 
Attendance is expected to be large, and Palmer said
seating will fill up quickly.   
Directly after the conference, speakers can be met
in Klehm Hall 1418. Lumpkin College of Business and
Applied Sciences and Lumpkin Family Foundation are
funding the event.  
Mike Boroom, chair of the School of Business, and
Wayne Chandler, the associate chair of the School of
Business, two top conference sponsors, have provided
leadership for the conference.  
City wants to control noise
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By Ben Turner
S T A F F  W R I T E R
Two bands that know how to rock
and don’t mind flaunting it will tear
up the stage Saturday at Friends &
Co. The Chicago-based Gaza
Strippers will return to Charleston
with local hard rockers Swampass
joining the bill. 
Gaza Strippers frontman, Rick
Sims, is the driving force behind
the quartet. After making a name
for himself in both central Illinois
and the rest of the country while
fronting Didjits in the late 1980s
and early 90s, Sims and company
spilt in the mid 90s because, as
Sims says, Didjits was just getting
too big. After recording with
Supersuckers on its 1994 release
“Sacrilicious,” Sims again moved
on so he could have more of a role
in the entire music-making
process. In 1996 Gaza Strippers
was the creation of Sims, bassist
Darren Hooper and former drum-
mer Todd Marino. 
In 1998 the band released its
debut album on Man’s Ruin
Records, “Laced Candy.” Drawing
on influences such as T Rex, The
Stooges and MC 5, Gaza Strippers
sported the punky persona that
had made Didjits popular, yet with
the added experience under his
belt, Sims and company were a
finer-tuned piece of rock
machinery. 
Sims has boasted a shadowy,
mystery-man style while
fronting the band in the past.
During their performance in
the poorly-lit Dungeon last
year, Sims roared through the
set with his trademark sun-
glasses and dark clothing, all
the while bouncing around
stage and spewing upbeat,
taboo lyrics into the mic.
By 2000, Gaza Strippers had
replaced Marino with current
drummer Mark Allen and
added guitarist Mike Hodgkiss.
The band’s second full-length
album, “1,000 Watt
Confessions,” was released by
October of that year, this time
on Lookout Records.
Sims said they have new
material written . However,  it
doesn’t appear that Lookout
will be releasing the new
album. 
“(I believe) that the new
recordings will set the world
on fire, so it’s just a matter of
a record label being smart
enough to realize that we’re
the best band on the planet and
we’ll see what happens,” Sims
said.
Sims mentioned that opening
up for Wayne Kramer in the
past was a big thrill for the
band and they enjoy being able
to go on tour to other countries.
Chicago, St. Louis and even
Charleston are still fun places
to play, with the fans having
sort of a hometown feel to
them.
As for the future of the band,
they are scheduled to embark
on an East Coast tour with
Local H later this month. This
winter they will be again tour-
ing in Europe with The
Hellacopters.
Saturday night’s opening
act, Charleston’s very own
Swampass, sports a sound that
Sims has probably helped
influence, if only in a small
way. With two of it’s members
hailing from Central Illinois in
bassist Jason Kottwitz and
drummer Jake Pope, Didjits
were no doubt a band who
Swampass were exposed to
early on in their musical
endeavors. 
Swampass began to take
shape in early 2000 with
Kottwitz on bass, Tommy Rue
on vocals and guitar and Jim
Standerfer on drums. 
After jamming for a while,
the guys wanted to start going
on tours, but Standerfer had a
wife and family at home to
think about. So in the fall of
2000 Standerfer’s cousin, Pope,
took over the reigns behind the
kit. 
According to Kottwitz, the
transition was rather painless
for the band because
Standerfer had taught Pope
much about playing drums and
their styles were very similar.
Plus, Pope was a college stu-
dent with no real commitments
to prevent him from leaving
home for long periods of time.
In 2001 Swampass released
its debut full-length on
Reptilian Records “No Means
Go.” 
“Reptilian’s a really good
label in the genre of music that
we do, they’re definitely one of
the more successful independ-
ent labels,” Kottwitz says of
Swampass’s initial experience
with the label.
As for new material, the
band recorded a live perform-
ance at CBGB’s in New York
during its last visit and
Kottwitz says the album only
needs some final touches
before it should be ready for
release. Kottwitz also said that
brand new songs have been
written and are ready for
recording, but he’s not sure
who will release either set of
material as of yet.
“I’ve talked to the head of
(Reptilian) and he encourages
all his bands to shop around for
a bigger and better deal if you
can get it,” Kottwitz said. “I
have no problems putting a
second album out on Reptilian,
I like bands who have loyalty
to their labels.”
Swampass has also complied
an impressive list of bands who
they have opened for including
Nashville Pussy, Iggy Pop, Blue
Meanies, and The Murder City
Devils. Currently, Swampass is
scheduled to open for
Supersuckers at The Highdive
in Champaign in November.
Saturday’s show is scheduled
to begin at 10 p.m. with a $3
charge at the door.
P H O T O  C O U R T E S Y  O F  G A Z A S T R I P P E R S . C O M
The Gaza Strippers are scheduled to embark on an East Coast tour with Local H later this month. This winter they
will be again touring in Europe with The Hellacopters.
Gaza Strippers, Swampass to collaborate at Friends
 Chicago-based Gaza
Strippers will join local
rockers Swampass at
Friends & Co. Saturday 
Silver Star Skate Center
Welcomes EIU Students
FRIDAY NIGHT
6:30 PM to 11 PM
Admin. $3.50 w/ Student I.D.
SATURDAY NIGHT
6:30 PM to 10 PM
Admin. $2.50 w/ Student I.D.
+ $1 Skate Rental If Needed
N. Rt 45
Mattoon
234-6667
Man who waits for roast duck to fly into mouth must wait very, very long time.
20% OFF DINNER BUFFET W/STUDENT I.D.
SO CALL CHINA 88 AND HAVE YOUR ASIAN
CUISINE DELIVERED RIGHT TO YOUR DOOR
348-1232
SUN-THU 11-9, FRI-SAT 11-10
ASK ABOUT OUR
DINNER SPECIALS
ll
See Us For All Your Travel Needs
Phone:
348-8747
A A
T
round
ravel
Has Relocated to 3003 18th St.
Hours: Mon.-Thurs. 9am - 4:30pm
Fri. 9am - 4pm
October Live Bands
•Fri 4th - Zea Mays
•Sat 5th - Family Groove
•Sun 6th - Ryan Groff-acoustic
•Fri 11th - Scrap
•Sat 12th - Medicated Goo
•Sun 13th - Ryan Groff/Larry Gates
•Fri 25th - Verge
•Sat 26th - Band Fest
•Wed 30th - Groovatron
“Charleston’s Favorite Restaurant”
SLEEP IN, EAT OUT
Serving Freakfast
Saturday & Sunday
Until 2 p.m.
Come 
and
See...
7th & Madison  1 block North of the Courthouse 345-7427
[] Gain Administrative/Management
experience and 12 hours of
academic credit
[] Open to all majors
[] Junior or senior with minimum
2.75 CUM. GPA
[] Must be enrolled full-time at
time of application
[] Opportunity to work with top
government/business officals
[] Good oral and written communication
skills required
[] Graduate student with minimum
3.25 CUM. GPA in their graduate
course work
[] Paid Internships are available
Spring & Summer semesters 2003
FIVE UNIVERSITY CONSORTIUM
MINORITY INTERNSHIP PROGRAM
PAID MINORITY INTERNSHIPS
Application Deadline Date: October 25, 2003
Application Forms available from:
Johnetta Jones
Director, Minority Affairs
111 Blair Hall
Phone: 581-6690
Need a reason
to smile?
Advertise... one ad
in the DEN
Classified will
make $ for you!
As Cesar Chavez once said, “It’s
ironic that the people who till the
soil, cultivate and harvest the
fruits, vegetables and other foods
that fill your tables with abun-
dance have nothing left for them-
selves.” Think about that. The
farmers who feed us can’t afford
to feed their families. There’s
something wrong with that picture.
It’s also wrong that the CEO of
Procter & Gamble, Folgers parent
company, made $37 million in 2000,
while the average coffee farmer
earned about $300. That doesn’t
seem fair. It’s not fair that a coffee
farmer is only paid 30 cents per
pound of coffee produced, which is
less than the cost of production.
Most farmers can’t put food on
their tables or send their children
to school. Instead, their children
can be found working alongside
them, picking and pulping the
beans that brew the $5 billion cof-
fee industry. These farmers are
stuck in a cycle of poverty with no
hopes of getting out.
That’s where Fair Trade comes
in. Through Fair Trade, farmers
are paid $1.26 per pound of coffee,
instead of 30 cents. The extra 96
cents is a living wage – it is the
difference between going hungry
and putting food on the table,
between watching the children
work and sending them to school.
It means the difference between
carrying sacks of coffee beans on
their backs and being able to buy
a mule to haul it for them. It is the
difference between pulping the
coffee beans by hand and having a
machine to speed up the process.
When coffee became big busi-
ness in the 60’s and 70’s, many
farmers adopted “corporate”
farming techniques, such as clear
cutting the shade trees coffee nat-
urally grows under and pesticide
use. This kind of industrial farm-
ing leads to tragic environmental
problems, such as deforestation
and the endangering and extinc-
tion of many bird species because
of the loss of habitat. Pesticides
contaminate the land and water
supplies, putting the animal and
human populations at risk. Many
extremely dangerous chemicals
banned in the United States, such
as DDT, are still used in coffee-
producing countries. 
Fair Trade encourages farmers
to grow their coffee under the
canopy of the shade trees and
works with the farmers to set up
sustainable, organic environments.
Shade-grown organic coffee is not
only good for the environment, but
also for the farmers. Once organic
methods are adopted, farmers no
longer have to spend their hard-
earned money to cut down trees or
purchase expensive chemicals.
Not only that, they also receive an
extra 15 cents per pound of coffee
if it is certified organic.
Americans love their coffee.
Hot coffee, iced coffee, lattes,
cappuccinos and espressos are
consumed in massive amounts.
We drink about one-third of the
world’s coffee supply. With so
many Americans buying so much
coffee, one would think the large
coffee corporations would put
some of that money into protect-
ing the environment and into the
pockets of the farmers who work
so hard to produce the coffee we
so love. But they don’t do that and
they don’t show any signs of
thinking they should.
That is why it’s up to us, the con-
sumers, to take matters into our
own hands. It is up to us to buy
and drink Fair Trade certified cof-
fee, to support the earth, the farm-
ers and their families. Together we
can make a difference in the
world, one cup at a time.
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“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”
Jennifer Price
Guest
columnist
for The Daily
Eastern News
Price also is a
junior 3D studio
art major
She can be reached
at scarletbegonia@
ifairtrade.net
Fair Trade helps farmers
O P I N I O N
AB made
the right
decision
E D I T O R I A L
Popular argument no. 1:
Sure, Saddam Hussein is a bad
guy, but he’s not bothering us.
Correction, he is a mad-
man, a murderer and he
wants to destroy the “Great
Satan” (a.k.a., the United
States). In the past 20 years
he has invaded two countries,
gassed and killed 10,000 of
his own people and has even
murdered members of his
own family. When discussing
the Butcher of Baghdad from
now on, lets all have a good
idea what he is capable of.
Popular argument no. 2:
There is no solid proof
Saddam Hussein even has
any weapons of mass destruc-
tion. Why don’t we just wait
and have U.N. weapons
inspectors take a look at
Iraq’s capabilities first?
Actually, that is exactly
what we did from 1991 to
1998. While there, inspectors
were told where they could
look for weapons, when they
could look for them and how
long they had to look. Since
1998, no inspectors have been
inside Iraq. This means
Saddam has had four years to
build up his nuclear weapons
and further stock his collec-
tion of nerve gases and air-
born diseases like anthrax and
the plague. As for the proof,
Dr. Khidir Hamza, a former
member of Iraq’s weapons-
building program, recently
testified before Congress that
Saddam is actively developing
weapons of mass destruction
and will have attained enough
materials to have three
nuclear bombs by 2005.
Hamza is one of many top-
level Iraqi officials who have
defected from Iraq and testi-
fied to the same thing. What
more do you want, a photo-
graph of Saddam holding a
vile of sarin gas?
Popular argument no. 3:
Why are we shifting to a war
against Iraq when we haven’t
even completed our war on
terror?
This one makes me laugh.
Try to stay with me on this
point: An attack on Iraq is a
continuation of the war on ter-
ror. It is not a direction our
president has decided to take
and leave the hunt for bin
Laden behind. (We never actu-
ally targeted Osama bin Laden
alone, but all terrorists). On
the contrary, what President
Bush wants to do is eerily
dead on target to what he said
in his Sept. 21, 2001 speech to
Congress: “Any nation that
continues to harbor or support
terrorism will be regarded by
the United States as a hostile
regime.” Has Iraq harbored
and supported terrorists?
Czech intelligence officials
said that Sept. 11 ring leader
Mohammed Atta, met with top
Iraqi officials in Prague three
or four times in 2000.
Secretary of Defense
Rumsfeld also has provided
evidence that Al-Qaeda terror-
ists have training campus in
northern Iraq and that they
practice flying maneuvers on
a grounded jet in the country.
I could disprove many more
popular arguments floating
around campus and being
regurgitated to students by
professors, but I will stop here.
But let me conclude by
reminding you that 60 years
ago, Europe appeased another
brutal dictator, Adolf Hitler,
for the price of peace. We all
know what the horrible result
of that was. We now must
make a decision: Do we
appease Saddam Hussein and
work for a transparent peace,
or do we destroy his regime? If
we are waiting for more proof
that this murderous dictator is
a threat, it would be horrible to
see that proof in the form of a
mushroom cloud over a deso-
lated Washington, D.C.
Ryan Ervin
senior physical education and
history major
Invasion of Iraq may be necessary
Y O U R  T U R N :  L E T T E R  T O  T H E  E D I T O R
“Through Fair Trade,
farmers are paid $1.26
per pound of coffee,
instead of 30 cents.”
Editorial board
Shauna Gustafson, Editor in chief
Michelle Jones, Managing editor
Jamie Fetty, News editor
Amber Williams, Associate news editor
Jessica Danielewicz, Editorial page editor
Nate Bloomquist, Sports editor
slgustafson@eiu.edu
When the Apportionment Board decided only to
fund special requests from the boards whose
budgets they control, it sounded like it might be a
sweeping change that would cut university pro-
grams off from a source of money.
The AB funds the University Board, the
Sports and Recreation Board, Dramatic Players,
Student Government and the AB itself. From
now on, those are the only boards that can ask
for money from the AB,
which gets its budget from
the student activity fee.
It sounds harsh, but not
when you consider that the
only entity outside those
boards that has ever asked
for AB money is the Athletic
Department. And if anyone
has forgotten, the two words
that best describe the athletic
department are “bling” and
“bling” again.
But luckily, the AB has
closed the First Bank of
Student Fees and the
Athletic Department will have to dig into it’s
own gigantic budget. Some of the losses director
Rich McDuffie said the department is risking by
not hitting up the AB for money are no free tick-
ets for playoffs and no cheerleaders at the away
games.
I think a lot of the university can say “cry me a
river” to that.
Last year, the AB gave the Athletic Department
$5,000 so they could give away free tickets to foot-
ball playoffs. That way, everyone in the student
body can pay for tickets instead of just the people
who want to go to the game.
In any case, it makes sense to have money that
is paid by students for a specific purpose actually
being used for that purpose. Students pay the
activity fee to in part fund the AB and its boards.
The rest goes to Student Publications and Student
Legal Services. Students should be able to cough
up a fee without having to wonder where it will
actually be spent.
Financially, times are tight. Every depart-
ment, office and group on campus has to cut
back and make sacrifices. The new bylaw that
saves the AB’s reserve account for its fee-fund-
ed boards eliminates a possible scramble for the
cash that might result from its being up for
grabs.
Thanks, AB, for keeping the student fees where
they belong.
The editorial is the majority opinion of the 
Daily Eastern News editorial board.
At issue
The
Apportionment
Board’s recent
decision to not
fund non-fee
funded boards
Our stance
The AB made
a good 
decision in
voting to only
fund the five
boards under
its jurisdiction.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastern News accepts letters to the editor address-
ing local, state, national and international issues. They should be less than 250 words and
include the authors’ name, telephone number and address. Students should indicate
their year in school and major. Faculty, administration and staff should indicate their posi-
tion and department. Letters whose authors cannot be verified will not be printed.
Depending on space constraints, we may edit letters, so keep it concise. Letters can be
sent to The Daily Eastern News at 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL 61920; faxed to 217-
581-2923; entered at thedailyeasternnews.com or mailed to slgustafson@eiu.edu
H O M E C O M I N G
GUIDEContact your ad rep for details581-2816
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Ben Erwin
V E R G E  E D I T O R
With a freshly recorded, inde-
pendently released, debut album
“Reachin,” Los Angeles trans-
plants Family Groove Company
will bring its potent mixture of
funk, jazz and rock to The
Uptowner for the group’s first
Midwest show since moving east-
ward.
Comprised of Chicagoland
natives Jordan Wilkow on key-
boards and lead vocals and Adam
Lewis on guitar, Pennsylvania
transplant Janis Wallin on bass and
Swedish import Mattias Blanck on
drums, Family Groove is the cul-
mination of the band’s diverse
musical and personal interests.  
Melding elements of funk, rock,
jazz and straightforward jamming,
pinning down Family Groove
Company’s ultimate stylistic direc-
tion is a daunting task at best.  
Defying audience expectations
and record executives alike,
Family Groove Company recently
completed months of touring in
Los Angeles which the band used
not only as a warmup for recording
its first album, but to gauge audi-
ence reaction in the entertainment
mecca as well.  While the band
members said audience reaction to
L.A. shows was always positive,
fans were sometimes baffled by
the group’s hybrid sound.
“Being unique is a mixed bless-
ing,” Lewis said. “On a cursory lis-
tening some people are confused
by the music, ‘This is Jazz. This is
Rock. This is Funk. So what do I
call it and how do I categorize it?’
But the ever growing jamband
community has afforded us the
pleasure of many listeners that are
quite open-minded and willing to
experiment.”
With bands like Phish, The String
Cheese Incident and Umphreys
McGee all cultivating a genre-bend-
ing sound and drawing audiences,
Family Groove Company has
steadily been building its fan base
despite annoying questions of genre
and categorization.
“There are so many times when
we’ve got to submit information
about the band, and for style we’re
just given several one word genres
to chose from, like ‘rock’ or ‘jazz’ or
‘R&B’ or ‘pop,’” Wilkow said.
“I mean…I guess we’re a rock
band. But the average Joe looking
for the average rock band certainly
isn’t going to get what he’s expect-
ing if he comes to see us.”
While many fans may expect typ-
ical, mundane spectacle, or simply
jamming onstage, Family Groove
Company’s members widely shun
the “jam band” tag, choosing to
prove themselves through exten-
sive musicality and jamming along
with balanced song structure and
musical sensibility as well.
“There are just so many bands
that are given the jamband label
whose material is so tired and, in
my opinion, so improvisationally
and compositionally weak – I worry
sometimes that the term is going to
come to be characterized by this
mediocrity,” Wilkow said.
Labels aside, the band seems con-
tent with its ubiquitous blend of
styles and ultimately views its
quirks as something setting itself
apart from more typical one-dimen-
sional acts.
“Our unique combination of
styles comes from a very delicate
balance of similar and drastically
different musical interests and
influences,” Wallin said. “I think
any band whose members listen to
the exact same music is going to
sound dull or dry; there simply isn’t
enough variety to bring to the
table.”
Freshly relocated to Chicago,
Family Groove Company is now set-
ting its sights on conquering the
Midwest and building on its sizeable
fan base.  With its first Midwest
show at 9 p.m. Saturday at The
Uptowner, the group is content to
build an audience one gig, and one
fan, at a time.
“For us, I think the only way (to
build an audience) is strong, grass
roots publicity and touring…lots
and lots of touring,” Wilkow said.
“The typical Hollywood route to
fame– getting signed to a major
label, radio play, MTV, etc.– avails
itself to such a narrow window of
artistic statement that I think it’s
nearly impossible to say something
original that still fits into what the
conformist ‘music business
machine’ considers marketable.”
With their sights set on exten-
sive touring, the members of
Family Groove Company seem
content with life on the road, which
ultimately means broadening its
audience and giving a platform for
their debut “Reachin.”
“We are anxious to firmly estab-
lish ourselves in the Chicago music
community, so we will be perform-
ing as much as possible throughout
the city,” Wilkow said. “We will also
be playing as much as possible in
the surrounding college towns like
Charleston, Champaign, and
Madison.”
“Reachin,” which features the
band’s soulful, funky jamming is
the culmination of the weeks spent
holed up in a California studio in the
spring of 2002.  Although available
only through the band’s Web site,
www.familygrooveco.com, and at
performances, the album has been
met with nothing but praise from
fans thus far.
“People have appreciated the
diversity of the songs, the high pro-
duction value, and the smoothness
and energy of the album as a whole,”
Wallin said. “What most pleases me is
that people of all ages and back-
grounds seem to find something they
like in the album, whether it’s the
interesting time changes and chord
progressions, the vocal arrange-
ments and lyrics, or simply the good
grooves. It’s nice that our audiences
aren’t as one-dimensional as those of
bands like the Backstreet Boys or
Blink 182.”
As for what fans can expect from
the band’s Midwestern coming-out at
Uptowner, Blanck commented,
“Fans are guaranteed a good time at
a FGC show. They can expect to see
four musicians having the time of
their lives on stage, and this energy is
always reciprocated by the audience.
Our enjoyment means their enjoy-
ment and vice versa.. Besides having
fun, audiences at our shows get a
heavy dose of good musicianship,
fearless improvisation, thick vocal
harmonies and memorable songs.”
Tickets for the show are available
at the door for $2.
P H O T O  C O U R T E S Y  O F  F A M I LY  G R O O V E  C O M P A N Y
Freshly relocated to Chicago, Family Groove Company is now setting its sights on conquering the Midwest and
building on its sizeable fan base. 
Uptowner to host L.A. transplants Family Groove Co.
South Side Cafe
Start the day off right
• Daily specials
• Breakfast served all day
M-F 5 am - 2 pm
Sat. 5 am - 1 pm
614 Jackson Ave.
South Side of the Square
345-5089
A New Look Tanning
Don’t lose that summer tan quite yet!
Weekly and Monthly Specials
32 Bulb Bed
3 Face Tanners
Unlimited
2 weeks $22
1 month $42
other options available
30 Bulb Bed
Unlimited
2 weeks $19
1 month $35
other options available
655 W Lincoln Suite #12
348-8123
Fridays
Ladies Night Out!! 
DJ - 9pm – 1am
U-Call its  $1.50
Pitchers  $4.00
Saturdays
Karaoke &
Open Mic Night
9pm – 1am
$ 1
$ 1
Specialty
Shots
Pints
ADVERTISE!
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BLOOD AND MARROW DRIVE
IN HONOR OF HISPANIC HERITAGE MONTH
MONDAY, OCTOBER 7TH
12PM - 6PM
CULTURE CENTER, 1525 7TH ST.
FOR MORE INFORMATION
PLEASE CONTACT MELISSA AT 1-800-217-GIVE
GIVE THE GIFT OF LIFE ~ GIVE BLOOD
$2.50 Pints of Kick-A-Poo Punch
Half Price Martini’s at $2.50
$1.50 Rail Liquor
“You Call It”
Roc’s shuttle to and from Bears game $20
Includes breakfast and drink. 
27 seats available while they last!!
Friday Night
Saturday Night
Boston Clog
Dark Brown, Soft Nubuck, Seal Brown,
Suede Mocha, Corduroy Mink Suede,
Corduroy Suede Mocha, and White
Moore Shoesack
305 W Lincoln
Charleston, IL
345-3479 
OPEN SUNDAY 12-4
PIZAZZ
Put A little...
In your business
Advertise in the
Daily Eastern News
PIZAZZ
Speaker conveys travel
experiences in New Mexico
By Erin Clifford
STAFF WRITER 
In honor of Latino Heritage
Month, a lecture was given by
Bonnie Reynolds Thursday night,
which focused on a trip she took to
northern New Mexico. 
The lecture was titled “The
Spanish Legacy in New Mexico
from Coronado to dona Stella.”
Reynolds is a retired foreign
language professor from Hanover
College in Madison, Ind., who has
traveled extensively in New
Mexico and Spain. 
The focus of the lecture consist-
ed of the explorations of
Coronado, a famous Spanish
explorer who, with many others,
shaped the Spanish Legacy in New
Mexico. 
“The Spanish Legacy in New
Mexico makes New Mexico
unique from the rest of the United
States,” Reynolds said. 
Coronado’s travels help to
explain the Spanish history of
New Mexico. 
“Coronado’s motivation for
traveling was in search for riches,
although he wasn’t very success-
ful during his search in New
Mexico,’” said Reynolds. 
While explaining Coronado’s
explorations, Reynolds spoke
about battles, village histories,
native dances, historical sites,
landmarks and religious practices
he encountered along the way. 
“All of these factors are influen-
tial to the Spanish culture past and
present,” Reynolds said .
Reynolds also spoke about
many Spanish historical events,
including the Spanish Conquest
and the introduction of
Christianity to the Spanish cul-
ture. 
“Malinche was a translator who
aided Cortez in the Spanish
Conquest and brought
Christianity to the Spanish socie-
ty,” Reynolds said. 
Reynolds spoke briefly of a
woman named dona Stella who
“does her part to continue
Spainish cultural values in todays
society.”  
Reynolds mentioned at the
begining of the lecture that she
didn’t want the audience to view
dona Stella  as one person, but as
an attitude.
Reynolds’ power point presen-
tation lasted about an hour and
closed with a famous quote, “That
so long as we enjoy the light of
day, we greet one another as
kindered.” 
“This quote is relevant to what
is happening in New Mexico today
when dealing with the interaction
of different cultures,” Reynolds
said.
M E G A N  M C K E N N A / S T A F F  P H O T O G R A P H E R
Guest speaker Bonnie Reynolds talks to students and faculty about a
map of Mexico, Thursday evening in the Coleman Hall auditorium.
Lincoln Log Cabin to hold Harvest Frolic and Fair
By Carly Mullady
S T A F F  W R I T E R
The Historical Lincoln Log Cabin
Site will be hosting its annual
Harvest Frolic and Agricultural
Fair this Saturday and Sunday, fea-
turing the food and entertainment
of 1840s Illinois.  
The Lincoln Log Cabin Historical
Site is the last home of Abraham
Lincoln’s father, Thomas Lincoln,
and stepmother, Sarah Bush
Lincoln. Within its 86 acres of pio-
neer land will be a variety of activ-
ities this weekend.
Foster Rinefort, spokesperson
for the Illinois Historic
Preservation Agency, said  the
Frolic and Fair has been going on
for about 30 years and has an aver-
age  attendance of several thousand
people.
“It appeals to all ages, families,
individuals and students who enjoy
good music, food or entertain-
ment,” Rinefort said.
Saturday activities will go from
noon until 5 p.m. and then from 7
p.m. until 9 p.m. Sunday’s activities
are scheduled from noon until 5
p.m.
Harvest Frolic activities will be
set in the mid 1800s at both the
Lincoln and Sargent Darms historic
sites. 
Applesauce making, food drying
and preservation, 19th century
cooking, quilting and cider press-
ing will all be displayed for those
interested in the domestic lifestyle
more than a century ago.
Planned activities range from
pie-eating contests to 19th Century
games and corn husk doll making.
The Sargent Farm’s special feature
is an 1845 “Curiosity Show” which
reveals world-wide wonders that
would have interested citizens of
the mid-1840s.
Paul and Kim Caudell, Nashville
natives, will be performing folk
music during the celebration. Ray
Easter, an old-time fiddler, will add
to the day with music.  
Storyteller Hal Malehorn will
appear as Alfred Balch and an
1840s magician Andy Anderson
will put on his magic show.
A traveling troupe, “Zeno’s
Carnival of Culture” is expected to
capture the interest of many visi-
tors.
Saturday night is the barn dance
featuring Champaign’s Shake Rag
Band. Free hayrides and candle
light tours of the Lincoln cabin and
Sargent house will also be offered
after dark.
The Agricultural Fair at the
Sargent Farm will feature many
trades and crafts. There will be
displays of tools and wares from
the mid 1800s, period crops, gar-
den vegetables, seeds, domestic
goods, livestock and agricultural
implements.
Wood turning, lace making,
broom making, candle making and
paper cutting are all events of
particular interest, and those
goods will be for sale.
Volunteer pioneers will serve
corn bread, ham and beans and
more all weekend.  Saturday, an
old-fashioned chicken fry with
sides of fried potatoes, calico
beans and homemade ice creams
will be specially featured.
Vendors of the 19th Century
will also offer kettle caramel
corn, root beer and other time
period appropriate foods and
drinks.
The Lincoln Log cabin Historic
Site is located only eight miles
southwest of Charleston.  
“We’d like to see as many
Eastern students as possible,” said
Rinefort.  “It’s a good opportunity
and a good reason to stay near
Charleston this weekend.”
Annual fall celebration to have dancing, food,  storytelling, music and other 1800s themed activities for the community
“It appeals to all ages,
families, individuals
and students who
enjoy good music, food
or entertainment.”
—Foster Rinefort
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By Karen Kirr
A S S O C I A T E  V E R G E  E D I T O R
One of the biggest cultural per-
formance competition shows of the
year, involving the historical black
fraternities and sororities, is set to
dazzle students in just a little over
one week.
Philip Thompson, coordinator of
the production and Alpha Phi
Alpha fraternity member, said the
17th annual Homecoming Sidestep
Show will kick off at 7 p.m.
Saturday Oct. 12 in the Student
Recreation Center and typically
lures students and alumni alike.
Tickets will be sold in advance
Monday through Friday of next
week for $10 per person at the
Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union’s ticket window or may be
purchased for $15 at the door.
Thompson said Recognized
Student Organization members of
five or more have the option of
purchasing tickets for a discounted
price of $8 prior to the show at the
Student Life Office. 
And if past years are any indi-
cation, one big mob will come out
to support and cheer on the organ-
izations as they strut their stuff.
“We expect over 1,000 people to
come,” Thompson said. “This is
part of a tradition. Alumni come,
students from other schools. This
is something the chapters take
very seriously.”
Members of each black sorori-
ty and fraternity competing in the
show, which consists of fraterni-
ties Alpha Phi Alpha, Phi Beta
Sigma and sororities Zeta Phi
Beta, Sigma Gamma Rho and
Delta Sigma Theta, will be judged
on precision as well as how well
they incorporate beats into their
performances, he said.
“The sororities and fraternities
have been practicing for at least
six weeks,” Thompson  said.
“Each organization puts on a pro-
duction. Everyone puts a lot of
time and energy into putting the
show together.”
What may be one of the most
alluring traits of the Sidestep
Show is the apparel worn by par-
ticipants. There is a wide range
of clothing the audience will
observe with each different
group performance, he said.
“Some performers may come
out in a tuxedo,” Thompson
said.
People can expect to hear a
wide range of music as well, he
said. 
Last year’s winning sorority
was Zeta Phi Beta while the fra-
ternity champion was Phi Beta
Sigma. The enormity and popu-
larity of the show is comparable
to the airband competition dur-
ing Greek Week, Thompson said. 
“It’s open to everyone,” he
said. “It is a good time, people
can really expect to see a cultur-
al experience.”
F I L E  P H O T O S
A Group of Eastern students at last
year’s  annual Homecoming
Sidestep show dance their hearts
out (top). The students focus on
their next dance task (Right).
Tickets go on sale next week for Sidestep Show competition
the sound of their music and my
friends already had some of their
CDs.”
The ATSoC Web site states four
uniquely-talented musicians form
the core of Air This Side of Caution.
Jim Chino’s disciplined and resonant
bass lines unite with Lucas Farran’s
edgy, yet expansive drumming. J
Kid’s guitars provide swirling tex-
tures, conjuring the listener’s spirit.
Raine delivers his emotionally
intense lyrics with a voice which is
intimate and sultry one moment and
startlingly powerful the next. The
combined result is a richly layered
sound that undulates between light-
ness and heaviness.
“It reminded me of Radiohead,
not as depressing, but that kind of
quality – very soulful.” Strejc said.
“They are really in tune with the
way they work together and it
comes through in their music. Their
lyrics are intense but meaningful.”
The young group uses this hefty
musicianship to support its dedica-
tion to strong, innovative songwrit-
ing. 
“We’re easily bored,” laughs
vocalist Raine. “We really like to
play with song structures and for-
mats to deviate from the norm.”
As stated on their Web site, the
band is armed with the belief that
people want something fresh and
new, the foursome makes an honest
attempt not to insult listeners’ intel-
ligence. This integral attitude, com-
bined with the band’s unique
sound, captivates both audiences
and critics alike.
The band formed in August
2000, according to the ATSoC Web
site, determined to keep soul and
passion in music. Vocalist Raine
penned a slogan to keep the focus
on passion; “The eyes are the win-
dow to the soul: Music is the door.”
Using this idea to anchor a unique
and melodic sound, they took the
stage in January 2001 in Chicago. 
With performances full of ener-
gy, grace, and emotion, the band
quickly drew the attention of 93.1
WXRT. Soon thereafter, they
earned the distinction of “pick of
the week” in the Chicago Tribune.
In September the band played
at places such as Lizards Lounge
in Bloomington, Sigma Pi
Fraternity at Indiana University,
Frankies Blue Room in
Naperville, and The Station in
Champaign.
“With a turn out of over 50 stu-
dents at the last concert at 7th
Street Underground, I’m sure this
concert will draw even more.”
Strejc said. “[I’d like to tell stu-
dents]  Their sound is unique but
has a quality that they have heard
before and will enjoy.”
The event was organized by the
main stage committee, which con-
sists of five to six students who
would like to encourage any stu-
dents interested in becoming
involved to contact the main stage
committee.
“The main stage committee
probably has the most fun while
bringing so many acts to campus.”
Strejc said. “We organize at least 20
concerts each semester including
everything from punk, rock, hip-
hop, acoustic, and so much more. If
you like music you could find at
least one show you’d like to put
together if not more.”
Caution:
Air This Side of
Caution exhibits a
soulful musical side
C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  P A G E  1 B
Eclipse
Studio
“Capture the Raw Energy of City Hair”
348-6700
610 W. Lincoln Ave., Suite B
Next to Art Park West
D a i l y  S p e c i a l s
3 4 5 - S U B S
Catering Special
3 ft sub for $35 (feeds 15 to 20)
6 ft sub for $65 (feeds 30 to 40)
Monday
Double Punch Day
Tues, Wed, Thurs
Midweek Special
2 - 6 inch subs for the price of 1
with the purchase of a drink
Sunday
3 - 6 inch combo meals
for $11.99
$5 Friday
$5 Footlong
Late Night Delivery
Fri & Sat 10pm - 2am
2 foot longs $6.99
footlong combo $5.50
Friday @ 
$1.50 Michelob Ultra
ALL WEEKEND
$1.00 Test Tubes
STIX
DJ Spider 9-Close
“Coldest
Beer in
Town”
“From a
Keg to a
Can”
VERGE
VERGE
VERGE
VERGE
VERGE
VERGE
VERGE
VERGE
VERGE
VERGE
VERGE
VERGE
VERGE
VERGE
VERGE
VERGE
VERGE
VERGE
WRITE FOR THE VERGE
CALL BEN
581-2812
failure. Reed said plans are under-
way to install a pump in the vault
within the next few month that
will permanently fix the problem. 
Rain is predicted for today,
and rain will delay the mainte-
nance. If it is raining hard
around noon, the power outage
will be rescheduled for Oct. 18,
he said.
Though that date comes over fall
break and fewer students will be
inconvenienced,  Reed said crews
believed it was in everyone’s best
interest to finish the project as
soon as possible.
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50¢ off
Blizzard20 State St.Charleston, IL
348-6886
A T
Friday & Saturday
$3 Keystone Pitchers
$2 Burger and Fries or Fried Chips
Sunday:
$3 Keystone Pitchers
FREE FOOD
Relax... 
let the DEN take care
of your advertising
needs
Call your Ad Rep today! 581-2816
Yay verily! I declare thee advertisement
Advertise in ye
olde DEN
Call yon advertising rep. this fortnight
581-2816
to be smashing!
RHA to focus on parking resolutions
By Jennifer Farone
S T A F F  W R I T E R
Parking permit resolutions were intro-
duced by the parking committee at the
Residence Hall Association meeting last
night.
Three resolutions were proposed,
addressing prominent concerns of stu-
dents about parking.  
The first resolution pointed out how
underclassmen are ticketed for parking
in an upperclassmen lot, but if upper-
classmen park in an underclassmen lot
they do not receive a ticket, said the park-
ing committee.  
The parking committee suggested
keeping the stadium lot opened until
Friday, instead of closing it on Thursday
nights as the second resolution.
The third resolution focused on people
who do not purchase a permit and are
ticketed should pay a heavier fine than
those who have been ticketed with a per-
mit.  Almost 50 percent of those ticketed
are visitors to the campus, said the park-
ing committee.
The resolutions will be discussed at the
RHA meeting next week.
Other business dealt with hall council
meetings and finishing up plans for the
task force.  
RHA executives will be appearing at
hall council meetings to stand in and
observe. RHA president Kevin
Leverence feels that this is a way to
“show support and answer questions.”   
The task force, whose goal is to
improve efficiency within the RHA, is
complete. Leverence feels that the task
force should be effective and 
wrap up in a matter of four to five meet-
ings.
The next RHA meeting will be at 5 p.m.
Thursday at Lawson Hall.
its highest enrollment mark in 1996 with almost
500 students. However, numbers have slowly
decreased over the last seven years, dropping to
its two lowest enrollment numbers in the last two
years. Last year, 399 students declared psychology
and this year only six more added. 
William Addison, chair of the psychology depart-
ment, said the department has tried to explain the
requirements of a psychology major to prospective
students and made changes to the program.
He said some students in past years entered
psychology and were surprised later on when
their classes concentrated on math and science
classes. Over the years, recruiters and advisers
have stressed that psychology is a science, based
on studies and statistics that require a strong
understanding of mathematics.
“We emphasize to students ... the importance of a
strong background in math and science,” he said.
“Some don’t realize the importance of that back-
ground.”  
“We are doing the students a service,” he said.
“We don’t want to surprise them; we want to tell
them up front that this is important.”
The department has also instituted minimal
requirements to be accepted into the psychology
major several years ago. 
In 1998, 321 students majored in accounting.
However, since then, the popularity of the major has
declined. In 2000, 238 students were accounting
majors and this year there are 214 students. 
E. Wayne Chandler, associate chair of the school of
business, said schools all over the country are seeing
similar decreases in their accounting programs.
“Students are finding that jobs in finance and
computer information systems pay more,” he said.  
Power:
Rain would delay
work until Oct. 18
C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  P A G E  1 A
Majors:
Popularity of the accounting
major has declined since 1998
C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  P A G E  1 A
“Fee, fi, fo, fum!  Rape is for no one!”  Candles were
given to each student.
After the march, participants gathered in a small
circle around a campfire to listen to quiet music
and beautiful poems, some written by marchers.
The subjects of the poems ranged from innocence
to fear, from triumph to abuse, from joy to sorrow
or from depression to survival.
Some of the speakers were past victims of sexu-
al violence themselves. Their message was that
students need to be aware of the severity of the sit-
uation, and there will always be someone to talk to
and a place to turn.  
SACIS wants people to realize that if action isn’t
taken, violence will merely continue at a faster
rate.  
March:
Music and poetry were also part
of  the annual event
C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  P A G E  1 A
said he was looking forward to
taking a seat in Springfield that
was formerly Edgar’s. Rose is
running on a number of issues
that include education finance
reform, property tax relief,
affordable health care and sup-
port for higher education.
“It’s a real honor and privilege
to have (Edgar) here today,” he
said. “This is your seat, and I
hope I can stay in good graces
here, governor. I look forward to
doing a good job in Springfield.”
Governor:
Rose is looking 
forward to taking
Edgar’s former seat
C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  P A G E  1 A
Local Janitorial service looking for
motivated person(s).  Leadership
abilities appreciated. Team player,
morning shift Call Peggy or Kira
217-345-6757
_________________________10/4
Get great campaign experience!!
Help an EIU graduate & local
democratic state rep candidate
get elected. For more information,
call John Robeson at 348.0877
_________________________10/4
Bartender  trainees needed $250
a day potential. Local positions.
1-800-293-3985 ext. 539
_________________________10/22
Searching for a Job that Works
Around Your Class
Schedule??? RUFFALO CODY
in partnership with WESTAFF
have immediate long term
customer service/inside sales
positions available. We offer:
Flexible Scheduling, A
Fun/Professional Atmosphere,
Paid Training, Competitive
Starting Salary. Call Now!!!
345.1303 WESTAFF eoe
m/f/h/v
_________________________00
Newly remodeled 2 bdrm apt.
Stove, refrigerator included.
Washer and dryer hook up. $450
per month. 345-2467.
_________________________10/4
1 mm Openings for Spring, 3 BR
F Apts. Call Kim 346.3583       
_________________________10/7
BRITTANY RIDGE: townhouse,
all new carpet, available now
or 2nd semester for 2 to 5 ten-
ants. Bargain price! 345-4489,
Wood Rentals, Jim Wood,
Realtor.
_________________________10/11
New 1 large bedroom apartment,
All appliances, including w/d,
Trash included, Available
November 1st, Charleston Call
512.0143
_________________________10/17
Extremely nice Large 3 bedrm, 2
bathroom house. washer/dryer
included. Available December.
Close to Campus 345-9267
_________________________10/22
Available now! Large 1 or 2 BR
Apt. off Charleston Square.
$495/mo includes heat, water,
trash pickup, appliances and
laundry room. No pets. 345-
2617
_________________________10/31
3 BR Apt, New kitchen with
dishwasher, microwave, cent
air, laundry, very nice. No
pets. 345.7286
_________________________00
2 BR apt, furn/unfurn, nice, Great
location, all elec. A/C. No pets.
345.7286
_________________________00
GET THE BEST BEFORE THE
REST. 2, 3, AND 4 BEDROOM
UNITS AVAILABLE. CLOSE TO
EIU. IF YOU WANT A NICE, NEW,
AND CLEAN APARTMENT FOR
NEXT SCHOOL YEAR CALL 348-
1067
_________________________00
SEITSINGER APARTMENTS
1611 9th St .  Unexpected
vacancy as of Oct. 1, 2002.
1 block east of Old Main, 2
BR apt.  complete ly  fur-
nished, heat, garbage, off-
street  park ing included.
Lease rest of school year.
Call 345.7136
_________________________00
Near campus, adorable. 4 bed-
room house, 10 month lease,
available immediately.
Washer/dryer, off street parking.
348-0712
_________________________00
Single apt on square. $350
includes gas/water/trash.
Dave 345-2171 9-11am
_________________________00
No more waiting in line for the
bathroom. New 3 & 4 BR, 2
bath large apts. DSL Internet,
W/D included. $225-$250/per-
son. 348-1067.
_________________________00
ALL GALS: Very clean, 2 BR
furnished apt. Water, trash,
laundry room, all included for
$260/mo. on the corner, 111
2nd st. Right next to park.
Day: 235-3373, Evening: 348-
5427
_________________________00
NICE, NEWLY REMODELED 3
BEDROOM APARTMENTS.
RENT AS LOW AS $280/PER-
SON. FURNISHED. SUPER
LOW UTILITIES. DSL/ETHER-
NET 03/04 SCHOOL YEAR.
345-5022
_________________________00
A 3 BR Duplex Apt. W/D,
water and trash included.
$225 each, 3 people. Available
June 1st. Not close to cam-
pus. 232-0656.
_________________________00
AVAILABLE JANUARY 2002:
LARGE 2 & 3 BEDROOM APART-
MENTS LOCATED NEXT TO THE
BUZZARD BUILDING. RECENT-
LY RECARPETED. FOR LEASING
INFORMATION CALL 348-0157
OR 581-3681 or www.lanman-
properties.com.
_________________________00
2 BR UNF. APT. W/ STOVE,
REFRIG, AC, LAUNDRY IN COM-
PLEX.  TRASH PD.  1305 18th ST.
$395 MO. SINGLE/ $460 2
ADULTS. PH 348-7746.
_________________________00
For Rent 1,2, and 3 bedroom fur-
nished apartments on campus.
Signing incentives.  Call 348-1479
_________________________00       
BELL RED DOOR APTS.  1,2, & 3
BEDROOM, OFF STREET PARK-
ING. SPRING SEMESTER 2003
LEASES AVAILABLE. OFFICE
345-1266 OR 346-3161.
_________________________00
NEWLY REMODELED 2 bdrm. apt.
very close to campus, low utilities, 10
month lease. 345-5048.
_________________________00
1,2,&3 BDRM. APTS. OLD-
TOWNE MANAGEMENT.  CLOSE
TO  CAMPUS.  345-6533.
_________________________00
1 BLOCK FROM OLD MAIN-3
BR UNF. APT W/ STOVE,
REFRIG, DISHWASHER,
MICROWAVE, CATHEDRAL
CEILING, INDIV. SINK/VANITY
IN EACH ROOM,
WATER/TRASH PD. 348-7746
_________________________00
5 BEDROOM HOUSE 1
BLOCK FROM OLD MAIN-2
BATH LIVING ROOM, DINING
ROOM, KITCHEN, STOVE,
REFRIG.1520 9th ST. PH. 348-
7746
_________________________00
LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE
APARTMENTS Now showing 2
and 3 bedroom apartments avail-
able IMMEDIATELY, 2ND SEMES-
TER, or select your apartment
NOW for fall 2003! LINCOL-
NWOOD PINETREE offers lots of
space, swimming pool, volleyball
court, walk to campus.  Located
across from Carman Hall. 345-
6000
_________________________00 
1986 Caprice Classic 190k
miles. Runs good. Cheap
wheels. For only $450. Call
345-2640.
_________________________10/7
MUST SELL: 3 Arch style steel
buildings. 30X36, 45X72, still
crated, sell for balance owed,
Norm. 1.888.254.4820
_________________________10/17
1 BR newer apt. 1 1/2 blocks
north of Old Main. $355/mo + util.
Sublease Jan-Aug. Call
217.512.9668
_________________________10/10
2Br, 1 bth apartment, 2 blocks
from campus, need immediately.
Please call 345-4654.
_________________________10/11
Congratulations to Megan Davis
of Tri-Sigma on your engagement
to Jeremy Divero. Your sisters are
so happy for you.
_________________________10/4
Congratulations to Rachel
Latham of Tri-Sigma on being
named the Sigma Nu Sweetheart
for 2002-2003.
_________________________ 10/4
Congratulations to Carrie Jordan
of AST on being named the Delta
Tau Delta Sweetheart. Tau Love,
Your sisters
_________________________10/4L
LOST: Charm bracelet, very
meaningful. Lost Saturday
September 28 around or in Stix. If
found please call 345-0833.
_________________________10/8
USA Spring Break Presents
Spring Break 2003. Campus
Reps Wanted. Earn 2 free trips
for 15 people. Cancun,
Bahamas, Mazatlan, Jamaica,
Acapulco, South Padre and
Florida. Call Toll Free 1-877-
460-6077. www.usaspring-
break.com.
_________________________10/4
FRATERNITIES-SORORITIES-
CLUBS-STUDENT GROUPS:
Student Organizations can
earn $500-1000 with an easy
three hour fundraising event.
No sales required. Fundraising
dates are filling quickly, so call
today! Contact Campus
Information Services at
1.800.375.5701
_________________________10/4
10000+ COSTUMES  for
Halloween, Theme Parties &
Parades- Reserve yours now!
GRAND BALL- 609 Sixth,
Charleston. 345-2617.
_________________________10/4
Yoga, Step Aerobics, Ballet, Tap, Jazz
& Modern-for children, teens & adults.
Jacqueline Bennett Dance Center
345.7182
_________________________10/10
Attention Spring Breakers: It’s Free in
2003. 2 Free Trips/Free Parties
w/MTV. Hottest Destinations @
Lowest Prices. Featured on MTV,
Jerry Springer, MSNBC & Travel
Channel. Most Reliable Company.
w w w. s u n s p l a s h t o u r s . c o m
1.800.426.7710
_________________________11/1
16 Years-One Spring Break
Destination-One Company! Travel
with BIANCHI-ROSSI TOURS, the
most successful Acapulco Spring
Break company ever, & you will never
want to use a different Spring Break
company again! Sign up by Nov. 1 &
get over $100 in food & merchandise
FREE. 800.875.4525. www.bianchi-
rossi.com. Travel FREE-ask how!!
_________________________11/1
SPRING BREAK 2003 Travel With
STS Americas #1 Student Tour
Operator. Jamaica, Cancun,
Acapulco, Bahamas, or Florida. Sell
Trips Earn Cash Travel Free.
Information/Reservations. 1-800-648-
4849 or www.ststravel.com.
_________________________11/1
****ACT FAST!! Save $$$, Get Spring
Break Discounts! 1.888 THINKSUN
(1.888.844.6578 dept 2626)
www.springbreakdiscounts.com
_________________________12/16
***ACT NOW!!! Guarantee the best
SPRING BREAK PRICES! South
Padre, Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas,
Acapulco, Florida & Mardi Gras.
TRAVEL FREE, Reps needed, Earn
$$$$. Group Discounts for 6+.
1.888.THINKSUN (1.888.844.6578
dept 2626) www.springbreakdis-
counts.com
_________________________12/16
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
Mexico, Jamaica, Bahamas,
Florida, Texas! Campus Reps
Wanted! Best Prices. Free Parties
& Meals! 1.800.234.7007 endless-
summertours.com
_________________________12/16
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F O R  R E N T
C A M P U S  C L I P S
NATURAL TIES RETREAT Monday, the 7th from 5-7pm at Fox Ridge
State Park. Games, free food & a chance to change a life, maybe even
yours. See you there! 
HEALTH EDUCATION RESOURCE CENTER: Condom Club Sign Up
today from 11-1 at a table in the Union Lobby.  There will be informa-
tion on safer sex and the Condom Club Sign-Up Sheet.
ACROSS
1Punchlike
beverage
9Sub
15Not right
16Prepare to
slip out of,
perhaps
17Battered and
sautéed in
butter
18Chaucer’s
“The ___
Tale”
19Skill, in old
Rome
20Cold war
worry
22Northern
Ireland’s
Shannon-___
Waterway
24“Get ___!”
(victim’s cry)
25Org. that
included the
Kentucky
Colonels
28Veil material
31Quotation
qualification
32“Nothing
beats ___”
(beer slogan)
33Pacifist’s
dream
37“Almost fin-
ished,” as to
a decathlete
38Group with
the 1967 hit
“Come On
Down to My
Boat”
39Typists’ set-
tings
40Southern
constellation
41Tenor Schipa
and others
42Andean tuber
43Not only that
44Rigging pro
46It may be
given a slug
49Run in
52#1 Beach
Boys hit
54Famous
French
roundelay
57Tony winner
Worth and
others
58Brute
strength
59High-step-
ping occa-
sion?
60“Nana” star,
1934
DOWN
1The Tide, of
college
sports
2Potsdam
preposition
3Serengeti
herd
4Actor
Favreau
5Sch. in
Kingston
6Freudian slip
follower
7French
square
8I, for one:
Abbr.
9It may bring
down the
house
10When last
call may be
announced
11Jazz pianist
Templeton
12Helped up
13Bar stock
14Some M.I.T.
grads
21Civil War bat-
tle site
22Young, trans-
parent fish
23Slender
26Thick, spicy
stew
27Peripherals
28Find on the
dial
29Technological
introduction
of 1951
30Red-dogger,
e.g.
31Recipient of
many wish
lists
32Is a part of,
as a play
34It has a
prominent
bridge
35They have
duel purpos-
es
36Altoids alter-
native
43About to be
fired, per-
haps
44Pakistan’s
___ Pass
45Boy band
with the hit
“Liquid
Dreams”
47Woman’s
name that’s
Irish for
“unity”
48Pasternak
heroine
49Packing info:
Abbr.
50To ___
51Where
Einstein pub-
lished his
special theo-
ry of relativity
52Laotian
money
53Mouths
55Work ___
sweat
56Canon cam-
era
Puzzle by Brendan Emmett Quigley
ANSWER TO TODAY’S PUZZLE
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
15 16
17 18
19 20 21
22 23 24 25 26 27
28 29 30 31 32
33 34 35 36
37
38
39 40 41
42 43 44 45
46 47 48 49 50 51
52 53 54 55 56
57 58
59 60
Crossword Edited by Will Shortz No. 0823
BUGJUICEHOAGIE
ABNORMALUNLACE
MEUNIEREREEVES
ARSARMSRACE
ERNEHIMABA
TULLESICABUD
UNIVERSALACCORD
NINEDOWNONETOGO
EVERYMOTHERSSON
TABSARATITOS
OCAANDBOSN
COINSLOTNAB
KOKOMOALOUETTE
IRENESRAWPOWER
PARADEANNASTEN
The Daily Eastern News
Classified ad form
Name: _________________________________
Address: _______________________________
Phone: _______________ Student: ❏ Yes ❏
Under classification of: __________________________
Expiration code (office use only):
_________________
Person accepting ad: ________ Compositor: _______
No. words / days: ________Amount due: $_________
Payment:
Dates to run: _________________________________
Ad to read:
30 cents per word first day ad runs. 10 cents per word each consecutive day 
thereafter. 25 cents per word first day for students with valid ID, and 10 cents per word 
each consecutive day afterward. 15 word minimum.
DEADLINE 2 p.m. PREVIOUS DAY – NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous or in bad taste.
ADVERTISE!
F O R  S A L E
S U B L E S S O R S
L O S T A N D F O U N D
A N N O U N C E M E N T S
A N N O U N C E M E N T S
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The ladies of TriSigma
are holding an informational
Wednesday, October 9th
at 6pm at our Greek Court
Chapter Room.
All Are Welcome!!!
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Friday & Saturday
Cosmic 
Bowling 9-12
Sat. $2 22oz. Cans
Miller - Bud
Coors
Lanes
Charleston
Every Sunday
Open 11:45 am - 11 pm
All Acoustic 
Sundays
Hosted by
Ryan Groff
9 pm - 11 pm
Euchre Tourney
5:30 pm
imagine.
advertise
581-2816
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PHI KAPPA THETA  
WOULD LIKE TO CONGRATULATE     
AND WISH A HAPPY BIRTHDAY    
TO OUR FRIST EVER SWEETHEART    
KRISTIN KURTENBACH 
OF ALPHA SIGMA TAU   
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By Andy Werhane
STAFF WRITER
Eastern tennis has reached new heights
behind the play of its No. 1 man and its best
ever women’s team, according to head coach
Brian Holzgrafe.
On the men’s side, junior, C. J. Weber, from
Teutopolis, has spearheaded the team.
Weber is currently No. 1 singles and part of
the No. 1 doubles team. 
His run started this summer when he
played in the Intercollegiate Tennis
Association regional and national tourna-
ments in Bloomington, Ind.
Weber competed against players from
some of the top tennis schools in the country.
He played against players from schools
including Ball State and the University of
Illinois, which is currently ranked No. 2 in
the nation.
Weber advanced to the semifinals of the
regional tournament and the quarterfinals of
the national tournament.
Holzgrafe said he expects Weber to be in
the top 75 among college players in the
United States. More recently, Weber domi-
nated two tournaments this fall.
In the Rex Darling Invitational Sept 20-21
at Eastern,  Weber defeated the University of
Wisconsin-Green Bay’s No. 1 player, along
with Bradley’s No. 1, Marko Marevic from
Croatia, who had beaten the 500- and 800-
world ranked professional players at earlier
tournaments.
In the championship match, Weber had to
forfeit to fellow Panther Lucasz Pluta, from
Croatia, after winning the first set due to
cramps.
In a tournament at Marquette, Weber
defeated Wright State’s No. 1 and Andy
Michaels, DePaul’s No. 1 and a nationally
ranked collegiate player from 2001, on his
way to the tournament championship. Weber
is the new leader of the men’s team, and
Holzgrafe loves his work ethic.
“Because of (Weber), the team is better,
and I’m a better coach,” Holzgrafe said.
Holzgrafe is also looking forward to the
spring season, as last year’s No. 1 singles
player Brandon Blankenbaker will return
from his current internship for Disney, and a
full-scholarship athlete from Canada will be
brought in.
On the women’s side, Holzgrafe’s empha-
sis was on the team.
“This will be the best team Eastern’s had,”
Holzgrafe said.
The team has four returning members
from last year’s team, including sophomore
Sarah Freeman, juniors Amber Lenfert and
Becky Brunner, and senior Becky Carlson.  
Holzgrafe said the team has been playing
very well and they have a very good chem-
istry.
Holzgrafe said Brunner has played a lot
better after watching her cousin Bethany
Battek play Jennifer Capriotti in the opening
round of the U.S. Open.
The Panthers also brought in a new No. 1
player in Jana Matouskova.  Originally from
Croatia, Matouskova comes to Eastern as a
graduate student, transferring from
Hampton University.
Both teams will be in action 2 p.m.
Tuesday at 2 on the Darling Courts. They will
face Western Illinois in the Mayor’s Cup. 
Attitude:
Defense provides more reasons for high expectations
C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  P A G E  8 A
The last two weeks the Eastern defense has
improved drastically compared to its first two
games against Kansas State and Hawaii. The
Panthers allowed 14.5 points per game com-
pared to 62.
Despite the scoring drop, the Panthers contin-
ue to give up large numbers in the air. They
allowed Illinois State to throw for 342 yards last
week and average over 300 yards per game for
the season.
Junior All-American linebacker Nick Ricks
will look to rebound after a sub-par perform-
ance last week with six tackles. Ricks is second
in the OVC in tackles and leads in tackles for a
loss, forced fumbles and sacks.
Edge: Even
Special Teams
The Golden Eagles average only 16 yards per
kickoff return and don’t have a punt return for
longer than 25 yards. Freshman kicker Nick
Hodges has made all five of his field goal
attempts this season.
Freshman Chris Cummings has 26 punts for
an average of 34.7 yards per punt.
Eastern ranks better than Tech in every cate-
gory except for kicking. Raymond leads the
OVC in kickoff return yardage with 24.9 yards
per return and eastern ranks sixth nationally in
punt return yardage with 9.4
Freshman kicker Steve Kuehn has hit two of
four field goals and made 12 of 15 extra points.
Edge: Eastern
Prediction: Eastern 44, Tennessee Tech 24
Holzgrafe: ‘This will be the best team Eastern’s had’
T E N N I S
Head coach has lofty goals for
his men’s and women’s squads “Because of (Weber), the
team is better, and I’m a bet-
ter coach.”
—Head coach Brian Holzgrafe
Rest:
Break might be what
doctor ordered
C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  P A G E  8 A
Fresh:
Conference schedule gives
Panthers chance to break
.500 for the season
C O N T I N U E D  F R O M  P A G E  8 A
His players understand the game will
most likely be decided early due to the
momentum change when a goal is
scored.  One advantage for the Panthers
is that they know what type of play to
expect from their rivals.  Of course this
goes both ways as SEMO will also be
familiar with the Panthers’ style.
“It is a positive thing to have a rival
because we know how they play.  We
understand that the match will be a
very physical one, and that if we play as
well as we are capable of we can come
out of there with a win,” said Rachel
Dorfman.
Win or lose at SEMO, Eastern is sure
to feel the pressure of being the defend-
ing champions of the OVC conference
as this season goes along.
“We now know that all the teams in
the conference will be shooting for us.
Rivalries are bound to grow between us
and SEMO, and even other teams such
as Tennessee Tech., but we are going to
have to handle it.” said Ballard.
“I think that over the past couple
weeks we have been feeling bad
about ourselves,” Niedospial said.
However, Panther fans can still
have hope for a good conference
finish because the Ohio Valley
Conference is wide open.
“If we can get some confidence
in the near future, we are going to
be better for playing top competi-
tion like Saint Louis,” Winkeler
said. “I think that everyone will
want to start over and just work
really hard to get things accom-
plished in conference play.”
“I think that everyone
will come into next
week with a better
attitude and more
focused...”
—Sarah Niedospial
Matchup breakdown
Eastern Tennessee Tech
Panthers at Golden Eagles
(2-2) (2-3)
W H E N : 2:30 p.m., Saturday
W H E R E : Cookeville, Tenn.
K E Y S  T O  S U C C E S S :
FOR EASTERN
 Defense must limit passing yards against Tennessee
Tech’s improved passing game. Last week Eastern allowed
342 passing yards to Illinois State.
FOR TENNESSEE TECH
 Quarterback Robert Craft threw for 410 yards last week
against Jackson State. He will need to put up similar num-
bers to keep up with Eastern’s offense.
Ben Erwin
V E R G E  E D I T O R
Deftly mixing elements of blues, jazz and
rock with intricate arrangements and free-
formed improvisational jamming, Chicago-
based quartet Family Groove Company
shines on its infectious debut “Reachin.”
After logging months of touring in L.A.
clubs, Family Groove Company entered a
recording studio in midsummer and
emerged with the genre-bending, funky
“Reachin.”
Branding Family Groove Company with
one particular label would only serve to
cheat the musicians, as the band’s sound
weaves effortlessly through stylistic
changes during the course of any given
song.
The album’s opener, “Agenda” is a skit-
tering piano groove which changes courses
and speeds at a moment’s notice, with a
jamming midsection over which funky gui-
tar licks bubble atop the song’s dense gyra-
tions.  Likewise, the slicing, guitar-driven
funk of “Just Like I Planned” is tinged with
droning organ and bluesy, musing lyrics
which all serve to coalesce in a rhythm
tight enough to make James Brown proud.
Bass-driven numbers like “Christy,” with
its thumping bass line walking seamlessly
through a churning groove, complemented
by Family Groove Company’s drum-tight
rhythm section, seem to characterize the
band’s style well. Similarly, on “Flowers for
Gisa,” bassist Janis Wallin  drives a song
which builds and recedes along side harmo-
nized falsetto vocals.
Even on poppier numbers like “I’d Sing,”
Family Groove Company builds a hooky
foundation on which Wallin and guitarist
Adam Lewis are free to trade licks, contin-
ually building upon the song’s solid founda-
tion.  Possibly the best examples of the
band’s pop sensibilities however is the
piano-laden “Interesting Changes”
which is as “poppy” as an intricately
arranged, seven minute opus can get.
With the bluesy, jazz-inflected “One’s
On the Way,” the band crafts a stutter-
stepping groove which allows each
band member to shine.
The album’s closing track, the at once
both trippy and jazzy, almost haunting,
“The Rattler” stands as the best testa-
ment on “Reachin” to the band’s ability
to play with incredibly high musicality
while still crafting catchy tunes.  With
its free-formed feel and one of the
album’s best guitar licks taking center
stage,  “The Rattler” sounds akin to an
acid-tinged church hymn at times while
rollicking with unbridled funk at oth-
ers.
As a whole, Family Groove Company
is an incredibly tight band with
immense musical talent.  With an unfal-
tering rhythm section driving time and
tempo changes and guitar and piano
floating effortlessly above the din,
“Reachin” is a stellar debut record.  
The only question is whether the
band’s amorphous sound can appeal as
much with record labels as it can with
audiences.
“Reachin” is available through the
group’s web site at www.familygroove-
co.com.
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT AWARD
Applications for the Carol Specht Memorial Award are due to
the Office of Civil Rights and Diversity (108 Old Main) on October 22.
The Carol Specht Memorial Award is given to an undergraduate female
student who is the single parent of at least one child living in her home.
The guidelines of the award stipulate that the recipient must be major-
ing in a “helping discipline.” The applicant’s financial need, academic
record, and participation in community service activities are also con-
sidered. The forms are available in the Civil Rights office and on-line at
http://www.eiu.edu/~civil/spechtapp.htm.
—Cynthia Nichols, Director, Office of Civil Rights and Diversity
GRADUATION BY EXCEPTIONALITY DEADLINE
Students completing graduation requirements in the Spring
may participate by exceptionality in the Fall 2002 ceremony providing
they meet the following criteria: 1- Have applied to graduate Spring
Semester 2003, and 2-Only have student teaching, internship, or
practicum remaining to complete Spring Semester 2003. Requests for
exceptionality must be submitted to the appropriate certifying dean’s
office no later than Friday, November 1, 2002.
—Sue Harvey, Director, Academic Records & Registration
CDS ADVISEMENT SESSIONS
The Department of Communication Disorders & Sciences
will hold a GROUP ADVISEMENT NIGHT on Thursday, October 10,
2002 in Rm 201/202 of the Clinical Services Building. CDS majors &
pre-majors who are currently enrolled in freshmen & sophomore cours-
es should attend the 5:45 pm group meeting. Junior & senior majors
should attend the 6:30pm group meeting. Individual advisement ses-
sions will follow each group meeting. Students with questions may call
581.2712 for more information.
—Gail J. Richard, CDS Department Chair
ASEP APPLICATION
Students interested in the Alternate Secondary Education
Program (ASEP) should attend one of three meetings, all in Buzzard
2149. Monday, Sep 30, 4pm; Thursday, Oct 3, 5pm; Weds, Oct 16,
5pm. At these meetings, students can learn about ASEP’s unique fea-
tures & get applications for admission. Anyone who cannot attend
should call 581.7394 for an appointment.
—Audrey Edwards, Director, ASEP
UNIVERSITY ADMISSION TO TEACHER EDUCATION MEETING
Students must attend a meeting to formally apply for
University Admission to Teacher Education & to initiate the selection
process. The College of Education & Professional Studies schedules
meetings each semester. The required formal application is distributed
& collected at the meetings & the rules & regulations concerning selec-
tion, admission to & retention in teacher education are explained.
Students who have not previously applied must attend a meeting. All
meetings are in the Auditorium, 1501 Buzzard. The following meetings
are available Fall Semester 2002 to initiate the selection process: Weds,
Oct 16 3-3:50pm; Thurs, Nov 7 9-9:50am; Weds, Dec 11 6-6:50 pm.
The next opportunity to initiate the “Selection Process” and apply for
University Admission to Teacher Education will be during the Spring
Semester 2003.
—Dr. Douglas Bower, Associate Dean, College of Education &
Professional Studies.
MIDTERM DEFICIENCY LETTERS
In mid-October a letter will be sent to each student who is
receiving a D or F in one or more courses at midterm. The letter will be
addressed to resident halls for on-campus students & to off-campus
students at their local address. If a residence hall or local address is not
available, the letter will be sent to the home address. Students who
need to update a local address must submit the address change in writ-
ing to the Housing Office no later than Monday, October 7.
—Karla Sanders, Director, Center for Academic Support & Achievement
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D O O N E S B U R Y B Y  G A R R Y  T R U D E A U
M O T H E R  G O O S E  &  G R I M B Y  M I K E  P E T E R S
Family Groove Company’s debut ‘Reachin’ for the sky
P H O T O  C O U R T E S Y  O F  F A M I LY  G R O O V E  C O M P A N Y
‘Reachin’ is the debut of Chicago-based
Family Groove Company.
By Lisa Meyer
S T A F F  W R I T E R
The comical stylings of
New York’s Arnold
Acevedo can be seen at 9
p.m. Friday in the 7th
street Underground.
Part of the University
Board’s First Friday
Program, the event is
being held in honor of
Latino-Heritage Month.
Acevedo appeared on
NBC’s “It’s,” Showtime
at the Apollo making
his television debut,
and continued to per-
form on BET’s Comic
View, as well as mak-
ing guest appearances
on NBC’s “Law and
Order,”  among many
other performers. 
He has also joked his
way through the Latino
Laugh Festival, numer-
ous colleges, and even
managed to host his
own weekly comedy
showcase called “Chupa
Cabra Night.”
Friday’s performance
will be the Long Island
native’s debut at
Eastern.
Ryan Rinchiuso, UB
vice chair, says
Acevedo is “just hilari-
ous.” 
He also said that
although Acevedo is
here for Latino
Heritage Month, anyone
will find him funny. 
Acevedo is sponsored
by Red, Black and
Green Promotions,
which is the largest
A f r i c a n -
American/Latino agency
nationwide that special-
izes in college markets.
R.B.G’s main focus is
attending to each
client’s individual needs
whether it be for work-
shops, entertainment
booking or concerts. 
The event is free for
Eastern students with a
Panther Card and will
have a $2 admission for
the general public.
Comedian Arnold
Acevedo to perform
NEW YORK (AP) — In “Hell on
Heels: The Battle of Mary Kay,”
Shirley MacLaine stars as the real-life,
larger-than-life cosmetics queen Mary
Kay Ash, who 40 years ago brought a
revivalist’s zeal to direct marketing
while giving her saleswomen a self-
esteem makeover.
Part of what fired them up were the
30-room pink house, the pink Cadillacs
and other flashy symbols of Mary
Kay’s success. But even after building
her billion-dollar Dallas-based empire
from scratch as a middle-age single
mother, she hit a few rough spots.
“Hell on Heels” catches up to Mary
Kay late in life, when she faces a chal-
lenge from a direct-sales cosmetics
upstart, BeautiControl, run by
younger, hipper Jinger Heath (played
by Parker Posey).
Will Mary Kay and her housewife
disciples (including rising saleswoman
Lexy Wilcox, played by Shannen
Doherty) get their makeup smeared by
BeautiControl? This rollicking por-
trait, airing on CBS Sunday at 9 p.m.
EDT, tracks the battle royal with
humor and affection.
Mary Kay is a role MacLaine seems
born for (or, considering her belief in
reincarnation, would “reborn” be the
better word?).
“I guess I like playing those Texas
women,” says MacLaine, chatting with
a reporter at her hotel on Wednesday.
“For me, Mary Kay is right up there
with Aurora Greenway” — her Oscar-
winning role in the 1983 hit “Terms of
Endearment.”
But until she was approached to star
in “Hell on Heels,” MacLaine had
never heard of Mary Kay Ash.
Then she read Mary Kay’s motiva-
tional books and screened films of her
rousing appearances at company sem-
inars.
“I thought: ‘I’ve got to play this
woman!”’
She shot the film in July, savoring
Mary Kay’s taken-from-life declara-
tions such as: “P-and-L means more
than Profit and Loss — it also means
People and Love.”
“Spiritualism and materialism — she
put them together,” MacLaine says
admiringly. “She honestly believed,
and said so, that God was working
through her. She would have these
seminars and they would all bow their
heads in prayer and she would say,
‘Lord, help us find our territory!”’
As Mary Kay claimed to channel the
Lord, so MacLaine apparently chan-
neled Mary Kay.
She underwent a physical transfor-
mation to embody Mary Kay’s “dress
mah best” creed. Her own red hair
vanished under Mary Kay’s huge
white-blond wigs while, still the
gamine at 68, she was masked by Mary
Kay’s makeup regimen.
“I can’t sit in the (makeup) chair for
longer than 12 minutes,” says
MacLaine with a wry smile. “But for
Mary Kay, I sat there a half-hour. And
they still had to hurry.
“But that’s not what it’s about. It’s
about being true to the character. And
I think she liked what I was doing.”
Chances are, MacLaine is right, but
it won’t be easy to determine for sure.
The 83-year-old Ash died Thanksgiving
Day 2001.
“She died last November and I
played her eight months later. I felt her
soul still hovering around,” says
MacLaine, a sort of matter-of-fact mys-
tic. “It was almost as though she knew
the film was being made and that she
was being played by me. So I kind of
got out of my own way and let her play
herself through me.
A makeover for Shirley MacLaine,
starring as cosmetic queen Mary Kay
By Nate Bloomquist and Matt Williams
S T A F F  W R I T E R S
The Panthers begin their
Ohio Valley Conference
season Saturday against
a new-look Tennessee
Tech team.
The Golden Eagles
have been known for
their stingy
defense, but this
year a new weapon
has emerged —
passing offense. 
Tennessee Tech
leads the OVC in
pass efficiency, an
area that has also been
Eastern’s strength for
the past three years.
Eastern senior quar-
terback and Walter
Payton Award candidate
Tony Romo is ranked No.
21 in pass efficiency in the
nation, which is up 30 spots
from last week.
Here is how the two teams,
which will play at 2:30 p.m.
Saturday at Tucker Stadium in
Cookeville, Tenn. (WEIU-TV Ch.
51, WHQQ-FM 98.9),  match up:
Offense
Robert Craft leads the Golden
Eagles’ passing attack with 1,237
yards, a 57 completion percentage
and six touchdowns.
He threw for 410 yards and one
touchdown in last week’s 35-29
loss to future OVC foe
Jacksonville State. 
But two of Craft’s key targets —
Stevland Sills and Antonio Carter
— may not start. Anton Thomison
and Derek Lee both rank among
the league’s top receivers and are healthy for
Saturday’s game. 
Rushing is not Tennessee Tech’s strong suit — the
Golden
Eagles
have the league’s
worst ground game,
but a minor threat in
the backfield in the
form of junior Jason
Ballard (58 yards rushing
per game). 
“All of our games down
there have been close so we
expect their offense to give us a
good game,” Panther head coach Bob
Spoo said Wednesday. 
The Golden Eagles have the worst turnover
margin in the league, a minus 6.
Tech will get a true test as it tries to stop one
of the top offensive teams in the OVC. Romo
will look to increase on his career touchdown
pass total of 62 against a Golden Eagle defense
that has allowed the most passing touchdowns
in the league with 10.
That could prove to be the least of Tech’s wor-
ries. Junior tailback J.R Taylor has already com-
piled three 100-plus rushing yardage games this
year and is number 12 among NCAA I-AA with
109.5 per game.
Eastern also boasts the No. 6 all-purpose
player in Junior tailback Andre Raymond.
Raymond is first on the team in receptions
with 23 and ranks second behind Taylor with
213 yards. 
Edge: Eastern
Defense
Linebacker Daniel Wentzel, leads the
Golden Eagles and the league in tack-
les with 69 tackles in five games.
Buch Buchanan Award candidate D.J.
Bleisath will play in his second game
back from an injury and has two 
tackles for a loss and one sack in three
games.
The Golden Eagles’ starting defen-
sive line weighs an average of 262
pounds.
Romo will likely be threatened by
right end John Ruff all afternoon. Ruff
has been rough on quarterbacks with a
league-leading four sacks.
Tennessee Tech has allowed 324
yards per game and 29.4 points per game.
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Panther sports calendar
F R I D A Y Cross Country at Notre Dame
Women’s soccer at SEMO 7 p.m.
Men’s soccer at WKU 5 p.m.
Rugby at Arkansas Noon
SATURDAY Football at Tennessee Tech 2:30 p.m.
Rugby at Arkansas Noon
N A T E  B L O O M Q U I S T /
S T A F F  P H O T O G R A P H E R
Sophomore linebacker Adam Jack
and the rest of the Panthers should
have reason to celebrate again this
weekend at Tennessee Tech.
A new attitude
 Panthers have momentum, offense on their side as they
open the OVC schedule against new-look Tennessee Tech
By Matthew Stevens
S T A F F  W R I T E R
The Eastern volleyball squad is
taking in some relaxation and
recreation this weekend after los-
ing eight of its last nine matches
“I believe every girl except for
maybe two are going home this
weekend,” junior middle hitter
Chandra Henseley said.
The Panthers will be having an
early-morning practice Friday
and conditioning on Sunday with
the hope of gaining some consis-
tent play out of a team that seems
to be lost on the court.
“We just don’t have any experi-
ence on the court right now and
that’s why we are dealing with
losses in the proper way,” head
coach Brenda Winkeler said.
The casual fan might think a
weekend of hard practices is
exactly what a struggling time
might need, but most of the play-
ers wouldn’t agree.
“I think that we will be a little
more rejuvenated when we get
back to Charleston because we
need to evaluate how much we
actually care about volleyball,”
Henseley said. 
“I think that it’s really a good
idea to give players recuperation
time for nagging injuries that
might have hurt them this week-
end,” freshman libero Sarah
Niedospial said.  
Winkeler worked her team
very hard Thursday by working
on individual workouts for cer-
tain players and scrimmaging at
the end.
“She worked us pretty hard
today by making us focus on what
we do on a individual basis so that
we had work better as a team,”
Niedospial said. 
Winkeler apparently told the
team a couple of weeks ago that
there would be no practices this
weekend.
“She knows that we might need
a break to visit our friends and
family because it is a long sea-
son,” Henseley said. “I think that
everyone will benefit from not
having to think about volleyball
for two days.”
Another reason Winkeler
might not be practicing this
weekend is simply that one can’t
work in the dark.  
The power will be out in Lantz
Arena this weekend, keeping the
Panthers from practicing.
However, the building’s dark-
ness could provide a shinning
light for a 6-11 volleyball team.
“I think that everyone will
come into next week with a better
attitude and with more focus so
that we can start winning,”
Niedospial said.
For a team on a losing streak,
confidence is the word for the
Panthers.
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S T A F F  W R I T E R
After Wednesday’s shutout at
the feet of Saint Louis University,
the road does not get any easier
for Eastern men’s soccer.
The Panthers (4-5) begin the
Missouri Valley Conference sea-
son when they face Western
Kentucky in Bowling Green, Ky.,
today.
The Panthers begin their sev-
enth year as an associate mem-
ber of one of the premier soccer
conferences in the country  that
is represented by four teams cur-
rently ranked in the top 25 by the
National Soccer Associations of
America.
Panther head coach Adam
Howarth said the preparation of
his team for Western Kentucky
and future conference games
does not change, but the intensity
level of his coaching staff and
players on the practice field
does, due to the importance of
conference games.
“We (coaches) raise the inten-
sity on the practice field and so
do they (the players),” Howarth
said.
Junior midfielder Brian
Carroll said the strength of the
competition in the conference is
an opportunity for the team to
prove themselves.
“Considering there are four
teams in our conference ranked
(in the top 25), we need to go out
there and prove ourselves,”
Carroll said. 
Howarth expects a physical
game with the Hilltoppers who
typically field an athletic squad.
“(Western Kentucky) is going
to be big, strong and physical,”
Howarth said. “They are not a
highly technical team, but they
are very good at getting the ball
forward quickly and they are
always very athletic.”
The Hilltoppers size and
strength could be a test for the
Panthers smaller, less physical
players who are suited for a more
technical style of play.
“I think some of the bigger,
stronger and more physical guys
are going to be more suited to
Western Kentucky’s style of
play,” Howarth said.
Western Kentucky has a 6-3-1
record and is led by 18-year head
coach David Holmes.
Despite losing some impact
players from last year’s team, the
Hilltoppers return six of their
starters from last year. 
Holmes said many of his play-
ers have not experienced the
level of competition in the
Missouri Valley Conference.
“This is a very good confer-
ence and we have an extremely
young team, but were fortunate
to be situated in a part of the
country where the competition is
strong so our young kids can get
experience,” Holmes said.
Holmes said the depth of his
players have helped with the loss
of impact players this season, but
noted his team’s recent defensive
problems.
“Defensively we’re struggling,
but from an attacking point of
view we’re putting the ball in the
net,” he said.
The Panthers will continue to
raise the intensity and the diffi-
cult road of conference play will
continue on Sunday when they
travel to Nashville to face
Vanderbilt at 3 p.m. 
By Aaron Seidlitz
S T A F F  W R I T E R
If the start of conference play is supposed to be a
fresh start for a team, then the Panthers will have a
tough test to start their new season.  
As Eastern creeps toward .500, they will have to
pass by their conference rivals Southeast Missouri.
Traveling to SEMO for the first match up between
the two rivals since last year’s battle for the OVC
championship, will be a tough start to conference play
for the Panthers.  It will also be a gage of how far this
team has improved since a lackluster start.
Last year, the rivalry between Eastern and SEMO
escalated as it came down to their match up to decide
who would come out on top in the OVC conference.
However, this season has seen the two teams go in
opposite directions as the Panthers have struggled out
of the gate.
SEMO is entering the game against Eastern with a
solid 6-3-1 record and is looking to put the Panthers in
a hole at the start of conference play.
The Panthers’ sub-par record is misleading because
the team is starting to play like they were projected to.
The last two games have been proof of this as Eastern
has recorded two straight shutouts against Evansville
and Loyola of Chicago.  
The main reason for the Panthers’ turn around is the
effectiveness of its defense.  No longer is the back-
field making the mistakes that caused them some
games in the beginning of the season.
“Going into SEMO we have to continue to play in the
positive fashion that we gained in the past couple of
games,” said head coach Steve Ballard.  “The defense
has to continue playing like it has; the minor details
have been cleared up and they are playing solidly.”
Coach Ballard is also hoping that the pure emotion
of this rivalry involved with this game will not over-
come his team.  
Going on the road to SEMO will be a test of the
Panthers will as they have to play better than they
have all season to gain a victory.
It could also be very easy for the team to get caught
up in the emotion of the situation and play too aggres-
sively on Friday.  Instead the Panthers will have to
harness their emotions and play under control to win.
“We are going to have to funnel the emotion posi-
tively and still play hard early because the team who
comes up with the first goal will have a huge advan-
tage in this game,” said Ballard.
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M E N ’ S  S O C C E R
Rocky road lies
ahead for Eastern
 Team has tough conference competition ahead
W O M E N ’ S  S O C C E R
C O L I N  M C A U L I F F E / P H O T O  E D I T O R
Freshman midfielder Kim Garkie (No. 12) has played in
all 10 of Eastern’s games this year, starting in four.
Making a fresh start
 Old rival first up in OVC schedule 
V O L L E Y B A L L
Rest and relaxation
 Team has weekend off to contemplate 6-11 season
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C O N C E R T  C A L E N D A R
Friday
 5 Gone Mad
10 p.m.
Gunner Buc’s 
$4
235-0123
 Local H
9 p.m.
Canopy Club 
(Urbana)
$10
344-2263
 Live jazz
9:30 p.m.
Friends & Co.
Free
345-2380
Saturday
 Family Groove Co.
9 p.m.
The Uptowner
$2
345-4622
 Gaza Strippers,
Swampass 
9:30 p.m.
Friends & Co.
$3
345-2380
Sunday
 Kilborn Ally
10 p.m.
Canopy Club
$2
344-2263
Ben Erwin
V E R G E  E D I T O R
Formed in 1994, Delaware quin-
tet Boy Sets Fire quickly made a
name for itself with frenetic live
shows, dissenting political views
and sprawling, ambitious albums
filled with vehemence and spite.
Capitalizing on the mainstream
notoriety of their breakthrough
album, “After the Eulogy,” Boy
Sets Fire returns with the capti-
vating and brutal six-song EP
“Live For Today,” which offers
live takes of “Eulogy” tracks as
well as a taste of the material
from the forthcoming
“Tomorrow Come Today.”
Recorded in July of 2002, “Live
for Today” offers the most
melodic and tuneful material Boy
Sets Fire has ever released.
Which isn’t to say the northeast
hardcore band has mellowed
after signing to Wind Up Records
and receiving its first taste of
national success.  On the con-
trary, while the six songs com-
prising “Live For Today” are as
melodic as they are manic, they
maintain the thundering guitars,
machine gun drumming a guttur-
al screams which made Boy Sets
Fire staples on the East Coast
hardcore scene.
The progression of BSF, from
1996’s “This Crying, This
Screaming, My Voice is Being
Born” to the bombastic sociopo-
litical rants of “After the Eulogy”
is taken even farther on “Live
For Today”  which is a prime
vehicle for the band’s improved
writing, arranging and an
expanded musical vocabulary.
The album’s opener, the per-
cussive “Release the Dogs,” is
propelled by vocalist Nathan
Gray’s typical balance of singing
and screaming with a pile-driv-
ing riff accompanying lyrics that
take issue with the rampant mili-
tarism after the Sept. 11 attacks.
With “Bathorys Sainthood,”
however, Gray settles into a
mournful cry bubbling over a
grinding guitar line. 
On the followup track,
“Curtain Call,” Gray triumphant-
ly proclaims, “I’m no hero” over
a churning riff and rolling drums
which punctuate the song’s off-
kilter rhythms.
The live tracks, “After the
Eulogy” and “Handful of
Redemption” both offer a viscer-
al kick, showing Boy Sets Fire in
its optimum setting and intensity.
As a whole, although “Live For
Today” shows typical BSF tunes
peppered with liberal doses of
melody, the band thankfully does
little to stray from it
hardcore/punk roots.  An empha-
sis on song writing only ads to
material which stands as strong-
ly as anything the band has ever
produced.
While many proclaimed Bruce
Springsteen’s “The Rising” as the
first socially and culturally rele-
vant album in post-Sept. 11
America, Boy Sets Fire cranks
through highly intelligent lyrics
and complex rhythms where
Bruce merely strums and croons
away with far less to say about
the state of America.
‘Live For Today,’ explores
intelligent sociopolitical rants
“Live For Today”
Boy Sets Fire
“Sweet Home Alabama”
grossed $37.5 million over the
weekend. Lets stop for a second
and think about this. While the
$37.5 million is by no means a
record, it is probably one of the
most surprising openings of the
year.
Reese Witherspoon was the only
major draw in the movie. She had
no supporting actors to help drive
business (Candace Bergen is not
really a major draw), no presold
idea like a book adaptation, old TV
show or sequel and no highly-orig-
inal idea to stand out in the crowd.
This movie was squarely on the
shoulders of Witherspoon and it is
a high-risk career move for her. If
the movie had opened big, it would
have been the fault and responsi-
bility of Witherspoon.
Miramax tried to rest a movie
on the shoulders of Josh Hartnett
in March with “40 Days and 40
Nights,” and Columbia tried to do
the same thing with Heath Ledger
in “A Knight’s Tale.” Both of these
movies were seen as disappoint-
ments and may have slowed down
the careers of both for the time
being. 
Touchstone pictures had no
problems trying the same thing
for Witherspoon, putting her face
on all posters and billboards and
making it abundantly clear in the
previews that the movie was hers.
The opening of the movie shows
Witherspoon will be at the top of
the next group of young stars.
“Legally Blonde” opened to $20
million last summer and grossed a
very respectable $90 million-plus
in a very busy July.
“Sweet Home Alabama”
grossed nearly twice that much
and is coming out during a less
busy time of  year. The opening is
also the third-biggest opening for
a woman-anchored film in history.
The only two films above it are
“Charlie’s Angels” and “Lara
Croft: Tomb Raider.”
However, the two movies above
“Sweet Home Alabama” are not
the same because “Charlie’s
Angels” was a popular TV show
and had many stars helping open
the film, and “Tomb Raider” was
based on a highly popular video
game series. So both of these
movies had a presold concept that
people wanted to see.
While Drew Barrymore,
Cameron Diaz and Angelina Jolie
might have helped the grosses of
these movies, they didn’t open it
all by themselves like
Witherspoon.
Since Witherspoon has proved
herself a precious commodity, the
question remains, where does she
rank on the scale of actresses?
“Sweet Home Alabama” grossed
more in its opening weekend than
any Julia Roberts, Meg Ryan, Julia
Styles and Jennifer Lopez movies
has ever done(in their first weeks
respectively). 
That does not mean she is a big-
ger name than Julia Roberts
though. Julia Roberts has had
movies that were made before
huge opening weekends were the
norm.
“Pretty Woman” grossed over
$170 million way back in 1991
when movie inflation was much
lower. Julia Roberts also was able
to bounce back after huge bombs
like “Mary Reilly” and “I Love
Trouble,” a thing Witherspoon has
not yet had to do. Roberts might be
the only bigger female draw in the
movies right now because none of
the other women could open a
movie this big by themselves.
Witherspoon is making $15 mil-
lion on her next film; the “Legally
Blonde” sequel titled “Red, White
and Blonde.”
While she is deserving of $15
million and actually is a bigger
commodity than some males mak-
ing $20 million-plus, Witherspoon
might have trouble  doing the
same types of movies over and
over. She showed flair and stood
out from the rest of “young
Hollywood” with her roles in the
small films Freeway,
“Pleasantville” and “Election.”
With these roles, she has proved
to people she could in fact act and
knew what scripts to choose. If
Witherspoon gets her paychecks
for movies like “Legally Blonde”
and then goes off to be challenged
by directors like Wes Anderson,
Cameron Crowe, Alexander
Payne, Martin Scorcese and David
Fincher, the sky is the only limit
Witherspoon will ever have.
coming out
swinging:
Ryan Rinchiuso
S T A F F  W R I T E R
Reese Witherspoon ups her star
power in ‘Sweet Home Alabama’
Eric Thornton
S T A F F  W R I T E R
In his new release, Beck contin-
ues the steady pattern of follow-
ing a pop-filled, energized record
with a more simple and folksy
one.
The predictability, however,
stops there. As soon as you hear
the subdued and melancholy
opener “The Golden Age” with its
simple acoustic riffs and passion-
ate droning, it has become clear
Beck has once again leapt into
unfamiliar territory with the
album “Sea Change.”
“Sea Change” is miles from the
disco-rap supernova that was
“Midnite Vultures.” It closely
resembles “either/or” by Elliot
Smith, with its sad lyrics and gen-
tle tone. Beck still dabbles in
synthesizers and alternate tun-
ings in virtually every song, and is
backed by a full orchestra on
songs like “Paper Tiger,” but even
then he rarely raises his voice
above a hushed moan that emits
feelings of forlorn longing. 
Perhaps “Beck sings the Blues”
may have been a better title, but
while Beck has been acoustic and
mellow before, this is the first
time you could call his music
beautiful. He even manages to
take Creed’s “Lonesome Tears”
and change it from a sonic crash
into a mournful string-assisted
requiem.
This is a breakup record, clear-
ly influenced by Beck’s separation
from his girlfriend/stylist of
seven years. The anxiety comes
through clear on tracks like “Lost
Cause” and “Guess I’m Doing
Fine,” the latter of which is clear-
ly a response to the question
everyone who has been involved
in a breakup gets inevitably
asked. While the album does tend
to focus on feelings of loneliness
and lost dreams, it would be a mis-
take to write it off as another “sad
record.” 
Instead of drawing you into his
pain, Beck reaches out and makes
you empathize with him until you
become content in one another’s
misery. Indeed, listening to “Sea
Change” is like talking to an old
friend. It’s like Beck is in the
room, singing for just the two of
you.
This record is sure to please
any Beck aficionados looking for
something different. It’s
arguably the best record of 2002.
Beck returns with the mellow,
introspective ‘Sea Change’
“Sea Change”
Beck
Common Grounds 
Bakery and Deli
Come and enjoy Bagels, Wraps,
Panini’s, Vegetarian Sandwiches, Pastries and
Gourmet Coffee!
Show your Eastern ID
and get 15% off
through 
September &
October
We are located at the corner of 17th
and Charleston Ave in Mattoon
Just 3 miles past interstate on Rt 16
235-BEAN
E v e r y  F r i d a y
Bottles$1
E v e r y  S a t u r d a y
Open 11:45 am - 1 am
$2 Import Bottles$2 I rt ttles
Advertise
IT REALLY WILL PAY OFF          GIVE IT A TRY
